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New MSU Student President
Files Lawsuit Against Regents
The Murray State University Board of
Regents has been named in a lawsuit
brought by the new president of the MSU
Student Organization seeking to be
*dared a legal resident of Kentucky so
she can be a voting member of the board.
Miss Cathy Core, the first woman ever
elected president of the student body,
contends in the lawsuit that even though
'he was a- resident of Paris, Tenn., when
elected to the post April 10, that she has
since moved to Murray.
State law provides that no out-of-state
student may sit on the board of regents.
Under university policy, the Student
Organization resident is a voting member
of the board, but if an out-of-state student
is elected to the post, a special election is
held to select an in-state student to sit on
the board.
The lawsuit, filed in Calloway Circuit
Court, asks that Miss Cole be declared a
Kentucky resident in order to take her
CHECKING SIGNALS — Wanda Rolfe of Murray, student coordinator of a survey to be conducted of architectural
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place on the ,board.
The last time an out-of-state student was
elected student body president was three
years ago. A speciarelection was held at
that time to select the in-state represen-
tative to the board of regents.
NEW ROTARY OFFICIALS — Incoming officers for the Murray Rotary Club are,
from left, Pete Waldrop, secretary; Don Henry, vice-president Ted Billington,
outgoing president and current board member; Ed Chrisman, new president of
the club; Macon Blankenship, board member; Carnie Hendon, treasurer; and A.
W. Simmons, Jr., board member. Staff Photo by David Hill
Student volunteers from. MurraY State
University will conduct a survey within the
next two weeks of architectural barriers in
--Murray -and Calltotraj• teinty that -pOse-11-
physical hindrance to people who have
disabilities.
Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller
requested the study, which has been un-
de,rtaken as a project in the program of
local government assistance offered by the
Center for ItOional Services at, Murray
State.
About 20 students under the direction of
Wanda Rolfe, a junior from Murray, will
be involved in the -field work. Assisting
, Miss Rolfe with her duties as student
coordinator are Dr. Roy Tunick, coor-
dinator of the rehabilitation program, as
faculty supervisor and Dr. Jules Harcourt,
director of the Center for Regional Ser-
vices,
Beginning Monday, the students will
Make between 500 and 600 visits asking
permission to examine and report on
buildings and other facilities used by the
public for working, shopping, transacting
business or r_ecreational pursuits.
When given permission, the student will
fill out a age checklist designed to
evaluate accessibility to the handicapped.





Six piano teachers from the Murray area
were among 23 teachgrs who attended a
summer Workshop in Piano Pedagogy
June 30-July 2 sponsored by the College of
Creative Expression at Murray .State
University.
Those who attended Were: Mrs. Jerina
Craig Carter, Hazel; Mrs. Linda Wright,
Kirksey; Mrs. Joao, Bowker: Mrs. Laurie
H. Clark;. Mrs. Neale B Mason • and Mrs
John C. Winter, all of Murray.
Featured' guest instrrictor was Dr.
Lawrence RaSt, chairman of the Music
Education and Class Piano Departments
at Northern Illinois University, De Kalb.
Dr. Rast is a noted authority on group
piano and holds seminars throughout the
countrysand the world. The intensive three
day workshop at Murray State was one of
three being sponsored for music teachers
by the College of Creative Expression this
summer.
Noting that the study is the first attempt
by a city and county in Kentucky to survey
architectural barriers, Mies Rolfe said
proprietors are not being asked to make
changes.
"Our real purpose is to find problem
areas anfl to report them so that everyone
will become more aware of those obstacles
to handicapped people," she explained. "A
full report will be compiled and presented
.to Judge 'Miller -and other interested
parties with suggestions for Im-
plementation."
Miss Rolfe said studies indicate that
about 30 per cent of the population of
Calloway County have some handicap,
whether permanent or temporary.
"Many of those who have more severe
handicaps do not get out as often as they
would like because of the problems they
encounter such as steps, curbs, parking
difficulties,. telephone booths they cannot
use, restroom doors that are too narrow,
drinking fountains they cannot reach,
cracks in cement on sidewalks, and other
problem's that are insignificant to an
ablebodied person," she said.
A Wheelchair Awareness Day to
familiarize administrators with problems
faced by the handicapped on the campus of
Murray State was held during the spring.
It marked the first time in Kentucky that
Asp leveladministrators had spent the dagi
In wheelchairs to develop greater empathy
for the handicapped.
Initiation of the field work Monday for
the study in Murray and Calloway County
will follow National Awareness Week for
Handicapped People.
Ford Hopes Bicentennial
BALTIMORE AP -. President Ford
says he hopes the Bicentennial year will
"become a true, national experience" and
there will be concentrated study of the
nation's history at every school where the
American flag flies.
Helping usher in the nation's 200th year
Friday night at historic Ft. McHenry,
Ford termed the Bicentennial observance
"a celebration of liberty, freedom and
democracy - wherever they exist,"
"The young republic of yesteryear is
today a strong and great nation. It still
lives the values of its declaration, its Con-
stitution, its Bill of Rights. It still remeina
in Lincoln's v;ords - the last, best hope
of earth," the President said.
"Let us this Fourth oi,July oontinue to be
a nation of hope. The American people
believe in tomorrow - by dawn's early
light our flag will still be there."
Ford stood .beneath a duplicate of the
original Star Spangled Banner at the fort
where Francis Scott Key wrote the poem
that became the national anthem. Earlier,
there was a re-enactment of the bom-
bardment of Ft. McHenry which inspired
Key to write of "the rocket's red glare."
The President made the speech after
witnessing a special session of the U.S.
District Court for Maryland, at which
PIANO WORKSHOP -a. Of. Lawrence Rast (front), chairman. of the Musk
-Education and Class Piano Departments at Northern Illinois University, De Kalb,
is shown at the Workshop in Piano Pedagogy held June,,30-July 1 at Murray State
itniteersity. Tweaty-three piano teachers attended the workshop sponsored by
the College of Creative Expression.
Judge Edward S. Northrop administered
the oath to 41 naturalized citizens.
Ford said "we are honored!! by the new
citizens, saying, "they have chosen what
we often take for granted.
Ford restated a theme he has repeatedly
suggested rot the nation's third century -
that it should be "an era of individual
freedom.
"The mass approach of the modern
world places a premium on creativity and
individuality. Mass production, mass
education, mass population, must not
smother individual expression, or limit in-





Jesse Stuart arid three of his faculty
colleagues for the Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop at Murray' State
University July 7-25 will be available on
the campus for .an autographing partY
Thursday, July it).
Sessions are scheduled in the ballroom
of the Waterfield Student Union larildwg.•
from 4 to 5:30 p. m. and from 7:30 to 8.30 p.-
m.
Joining Stuart will be .Mrs. .Harriette
Simpson Arnow of Ann Arbor, Mich. Lee
Pennington of Louisville, and Alvin
Tresselt of Redding, Conn. Books by cach
author will be available for sale.
Copies ,of a poem by Steart entitled
"Kentucky Is My Land" 'suitable for
framing will also be available for ghle and
autographing. It was designed and printed
by Murray State especially for the
workshop,
Anthologies of student work from
previous workshops directed by Stuar.t
also be available. These books are entitled
"First Summer," ,"Second Summer,"
"Third Summer," and "Fourth Summef."
- Martha Guier, workshop coordinator,
said everyone is invited to Meet the'
authors and to get books signed.
.CititidY, -.Very Worth
Partly cloudy and very warm through
Sunday, with chance of thundershowers,
High today and Stinday in the upper Ns -
and lower 90s. Low-tonight in the law 70s.
Waterbug: One More Time
down to the water and the boat loaded
from there. •
To make a long story jiLSI.4 ifitIP shorter_
be 
the truck slipped and "Stud" on the slick
so I went back to shore. bank, and wouldn't pull the trailer out withgood -lo go VY boat-from Panorama
Shores:So, we put in shortly after nobn, With the boat again tied securely, I went -ttie boat on it.
did someand the proceeded
head north. 
, back up the hill to find a ride down to the
boat ramp where the others were to arrive 
We began to think then that the truck
even going to pull itself out, but
to
tliãt'the-trailer.- knevrif they cameand-1----with the wet ooe lint' two othersAll Weeklong, the sky Wadtake-h-on
smoggy-foggy look . that used to mean wasn't there with the boat, the rescue getting covered from head to foot with
thundershowers, and it had yet to rain, so squad would be in order and the dragging
we felt that we could make the trip without operations would begin.
getting rained on. However, while I was making my
We were wrong decisions on the water, the rest of them
Along about Egner's Ferry Bridge the had left, and I was left alone in the back. 
locomotion but my legs.. . 
Renewed Fundingend of nowhere with no means ofheavens opened up, and they weren't
shOwering blessings for &tire. The rail) was .
didn't really ow ow far was titureay Mk- University has -beencoming down in buckets, and everybody
Highway 68, later measured to be justwas beginning to get the least bit damp..
But it still wasn't lightning, so I kept an- ,• under two mikes, and started for the
trucking, hoping to reach our destination Waterfield park ramp. I thought.
before things got rough. The water was Now this is quite difficult to admit, and I
don't know why I am, but when I got tostill relatisely cahu, anti we were making
good time. Highway 68, instead of turning left to go to
the ramp, I turned right, and startedWe made the turn onto Jonathan Creek,
and it looked like a mass exodus. Boats in
all sizes from canoes to houseboats were
heading for shelter. It seemed to take an
eternity to paSs under the Highway 68
• bridge with no wake, but we made it
through, just as it began to rain electricity
out of the sky.
Being close to our destination, we took
our chances, and pulled the boat on in. We
tied it securely to the bank, and went up
the hill to enjoy an indoor picnic, and take
some good-natured ribbing about being
foolish enough to be out in a boat in this
kind of rain.
The story is just beginning.
The rain didn't let up, so we felt it would
be easier to bring the trailer to the boat
instead of the other way around. I was left
with my boat, and planned to make the
short run Own to Waterfield park while
the brother-in-law went back to Panorama
to get the trailer.
I went back down to the_baell.
-
the rain that had filled it. I bailed several
gallons out, donned as many life jackets as
I could find, and untied the craft.
The wind had begun to pick up, and as I
walking, in a torrential downpour of rain,
towards Aurora.
I had walked about another two miles,
with my little thumb flashed at each
vehicle to no avail, when someone finally
took pity and stopped.
- After saying where I wanted go he
looked at me kind of funny and said "Dude,
you're going the wrong way."
Still, the story has only just begun.
After waiting, shivering in my soaking-
wet clothes for about an hour, finally the
blue pickup arrived with my trailer
following. Activities which were rained out Friday
night at the City Park will be held tonight.
--- The action begins at 5:30 p. m. with a
TODAY'S INDEX little League game between the Yanks.
and Reds.Trio Sections Today
At 7 p, m. there will be a greased-pig
contest. - Following the contest: another ---
Little League game will be held. The Cubs
will be playing the A's:
• 4 The highlight of the night will come at‘'aco., .
when ilia giant
(See Waterbug, Page 10)
MSU Awarded
Local Scene   2,3
Dear Abby  2




Classifieds 8  9
F_Raths8E Funerals 10
awarded renewed funding of $14,027 for
197S-76 for an undergraduate psychiatric
mental health nursing grant.
Dr. Ruth Cole, chairman of 'the
Department of Nursing and project
director, was notified of the allocation by
the National Institute of Mental Health for
the second year of the five-year program.
She said the grant money will be used
primarily to cover the cost of faculty
personnel for upgrading the curriculum,
with the specific objective of producing a
practitioner capable of applying
behavioral concepts to nursing practice.
Fireworks Set
At Park Tonight
For music fans, a concert will bettield.at
the City Park at 7 p. m. Featured 'singers
are Leo Blair, Chuck Smith and Pete Lund.
* • -,...1 ', ''. ..• t- •• , . _
VARISTY CHEERLEADERS -- the 1975-76 Varsity Cheerleadera at Calloway County High School will attend an NCA
Cheerleading Camp at the University of Tennessee at Martin next week. Those elected cheerleaders are, top, Linda Mc- f
Cuiston: left to righf, Sheila Darnell, Ten Morris, ',Cathie Broach, Kim Kemp, and taDon Grahasrq; and front, Peggy Rogers
and Renee Tobey. The week of July 14-17 has been scheduled by the CCHS Cheerleaders for a local cheedeading clinic
for all interested girls in grades six through eleven. . • .i
- , .Staff Pficrto by David-Hill
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. DEAR ABBY: lam dating a very nice widower. He's
taken me to dinner and the movies, but none of my friends
or family have met him.
There is going to be a big wedding in my family, and I
want him,to escort me. His wife died three years ago, and he
-hasia-ditad much, se he is still wearing his wedding band.
He is raising three teenagers, which is probably why he
hasn't taken his wedding band off yet. ,
I'd like him to remove his wedding band when he escorts
ma, but I don't know how to approach him about it. I don't
want my friends and family to think that I am dating a
married man or that. I am secretly married to him.
I considered buying him a large, inexpensive ring to hide




DEAR PARENT: Don't ask Lum to' remove his wedding
band. And don't ask him to "hide" it. When conversing
with family and friends, you can subtly let them know that
he is a widower.
DEAR ABBY: To "USED IN CHICAGO'' who objected
being a "customer" for their friend's credit-card con-
venience: We also found that we were being used in the
same way, but we found a solution.
One evening, we went out with this friend who always put
everything on his company credit card. There was quite a
tab. Cocktails, dinner, after-dinner drinks and entertain-
ment. When the waitress presented the check, "George"
Mot his real name) pulled out his credit card as usual,
intending to charge it all to his company and collect the
cash from the others.
My husband insisted that we ALL pay cash, and no way
would he let his share be part of George's company
credit-card charge.
George became angry, but he had to back down because
all the men in the party sided with my husband. Believe it or
not, that was several years ago, and not one attending that
party has ever been asked to go out with George again.
POMPANO BEACH, FLA.
DEAR P01412: I believe it.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers Want to
Kowa,- send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Calif. 90212. Please earkaie a
self-addresser stamped (200 envelope. *
. • =
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Mitzi C. Lax and Donald A.
Jones were united in marriage
in the home of Mr. and.Mrs.
Thomas E. Shirley, 1706
Melrose Drive, on Thursday
evening, June 12, at seven p.m.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cook,
Murray, and Mr. Jones, local
attorney and prosecutor for the
City of Murray, is the son of the
late Elmer D. Jones and Mrs.
Maxine Rice of Ulysses,
-Kansas.
The simple but beautiful
ceremony was performed by
Rev. Fred Morton before a bow
window in the living room of the
Shirley home which was
decorated with arrangements of
freshly cut flowers.
Bride's Dress
As she descended the' stair-
case of the Shirley home, the
bride was lovely in a formal
length gown of white
sheerganza. Chantilly type lace
formed -a pinafore bodice and
wedding ring collar. The long
sheer trumpet sleeves were
edged with maize organza and
lace. The A-line skirt fell from a
set-in cumberband of yellow
maize and featured a deep band
of chantilly type lace and maize
organza at the hemline.
She wore a matching picture
hat of maize banded with
sheerganza.
The bride carried a nosegay
of yellow roses and baby's
breath, with yellow ribbon
streamers tied in lovers knots.
Mrs. Martha Shirley was
telling blip that you will dress to please him in the privacy
of your-home, but you absolutely refuse to show more in -The bodice of the dress featured
public than YOU consider good taste. And stick to your' insets of wide matching
guns. He is wrong, wrong, wrong! polyester lace and the high
neckline was finished with a
biased polyester ruffle. She
carried two.long stemmed white
roses with baby's breath tied
with white ribbons.
The mother of the bride chose
to wear a light green polyester
dress accented with insets of
wide polyester lace across the
bodice and short sleeves with
matching accessories. She wore
a corsage of double white
carnations.
The mother of the groom was
attired in a pink polyester
shirtwaist dress featuring tiny
buttons down the front of the
bodice, with matching ac-
cessories. Her corsage was of
double ,white carnations.
The grandmother of the bride,
The NI w-ra y
Ledger 10 Times
Modest Wife Miffed at
Husband's Taste in
Clothes
By. Abigail Van Buren
c IATAby CAllcaeo Tribune-N. Y News Syn0 . Inc
-
DEAR ABBY: I am a 23-year-old wife and mother of two.
I am a good-looking girl with a nice figure. My problem is
my husband. He wants me to wear sexy clothes to show off
what I've got. He buys most of my clothes, which are all
midriffs, tight, clingy sweaters, low-cut necks, very mini
skirts and tight hip-huggers.
When I say I want to take something back because it is
too revealing, he has a fit.
We had a big fight about his wanting me to go bra-less. I
-just don't like that look, but tie says HE-tkes it and I
- should dress to please him.
I try to tell him that it gives other guys the impression
that I am on the make, but he says if I set them straight,
they will leave me alone.
I hate to displease him, but it's getting so we fight about
this more and more.
Am I wrong?, Or is he? And how do 1- handle
Mrs. Opal Blalock, was attired
in a royal blue shirtwaist dress
of polyester, with matching
accessories and wore a corsage
of double white carnations.
The groom's daughter, Miss
Stephanie Jones, Manhattan,
Kansas, also attended in the
wedding. She wore a floor
length dress of yellow polyester
and white daisies accented with
a white yoke and white trim on
the tulip sleeves, and a white
carnation wrist corsage.
The groom was attired in a
light green Thos. Harves suit
accented with dark green
stitching and matching trim on
the pockets. He wore a yellow
rose boutonniere.
Tommy Shirley served as
best man for the groom. He
wore a light tan suit and a white
rose boutonniere.
Also attending in the wedding
was the son of the bride; Master
Darren Lax. He was attired in a
pale blue polyester suit ac-'
cented with white stitching and




ceremony a reception was held
in the dining room of the Shirley
home.
The bride's table was covered
with an off-white antique lace
cloth, centered with an
arrangement of freshly cut
roses and yellow candles. The
two-tier wedding cake was
gjecorated with yellow roses and
'topped with white satin wedding
WANTS TO BE ME matron of honor for the bride, bells and baby'g'breath. Mts.
Yi.ak, 4,1,24-4[431 Martha Shiray, served---rmr,hrfrs!-Trerligii5Witlf8/6frThirrirdt".1tIrr. len tit. own f ink ol ester giies=present. - -
Following the reception, the
couple left on an unannounced
weekend trip wearing pale
yellow leisure suits ?with mat-
ching shirts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones are now




Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30
a.m. on Wednesday, July 9.
Reservations should be made
by noon Tuesday by calling the
hostess, Freda Butterworth,
753-1293.
Winners on July 2 were Agnes
Fair, high, Freda Butterworth,
second high, and Peggy Noel:
low, according to the hostess,
Hazel Beale.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald A. Jones
Large Number Of Sankt Citizens
Attend Luncheon At Ss Center
Several persons attended the
last potluck luncheon in May
held by the Senior Citizens of
Murray and Calloway County at
the Ellis Community Center.
The next luncheon will be held
September 18. -- ' - --
Red roses and spring flowers
were used in the decorations
prepared by Thyra Crawford,
Lillie Farris, Florene Erwin,
and Amy Wilson. Treva Washer
was committee chairman for
the potluck and wanssisted by
Auther Lynch, Margaret Lynch,
-Rao/meat 
Ralph, Mary Ball, Daisey
Wickoff, 'Billie Marose, and
William Marose.
Others attending were Erma
Lovett, Florine
Elizabeth James, Mildred
Barnett, 'Lela Culp, Hazel
Ahart, Rubena Dawes, Carl
Miller, W. 0, Vaughn, Madie
-Vaughn, Alma Cooper, Ellen
McKinney, Hildred Sharpe,
Tommie Thorn, Otie Trevathan,
Elvie Carson, Ambie Willough-
by, Carrie Hicks, Ethel Walker,
Edna McReynolds, Charlie
Marr, Mary Gupton, Maggie
Paschall, Johnny _Futrell,
Juanita Lax, Bessie Dunn,
Dollie Haley, Quint Guier.
Also present were Wallace
Dowdy, Seth Cooper, Ruby
Barnes, Eula Evans, Della
Gleason, Ivy Rogers, Versie
Stubblefield, Novie Hale, Ardee
Riley, Hazel Locke, Lectra
Andrus, Flossie Snow, Willie
Emerson, Meda Jackson, Mary
Lamb, Lawrence Wheeler,
Marcella Wheeler, Amanda
Bilu, Mattie Buster, Jack
Buster, Hoyt Flood, Erma
McCabe, Willie Mae Morton,-
Rozella Pool, Loyola Wyatt,
Nellie Bell, 'Cozy Myers,
Frances Harris, Lottie Bowden,
and Ora Erwin.
Guests introduced were Bob
Burham, Mabel Dillard, Evjg
Walls, Ruth Schaefer, Myrtle
Brenneman, Bernie Gardner,
Cara -Seiwat-,--iemar -Parse* ;
Molena Armstrong, and
Frances Shea.
Also attending were Annetta
Burnham, area director, Jan
Maddox, area director, Patty
Harris, bus driver, and Verona
Grogan, area director.
PARIS PATIENT
Russell Hill of New Concord
has been dismissed from the




Detroit, Mich., is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Gadberry
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Gospel singing will be at 7:30
p.m. at the Alino Heights
Pentecostal Church.
1955 ,class of Murray High
School will have its 20 year
reunion with a coffee for
classmates, teachers, and all
interested persons at ten a. m.
at the new high school, Doran
Road. Other events are planned
for the day.
Murray Shrine Club will meet
at the Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Ross'
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Woodmen of the
World building from two to five
p. m.
Hardin High School
graduating class of 1925 will
hold a reunion at the senior
citizens building, old school
building, at ten a. m.
Sunday, July 6
Benefit singing featuring the
Happy .Life Quartet will be at
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.
Proceeds will be used to send
children to church camp.
RAIZU and Weaving
workshops will open for two
weeks at the Youth Station in
I.BL with Karen Boyd and Fred
Shepard as instructors.
Monday. July 7
Chapter M of P.E.O. will meet
.ivith Mrs. Morgan Sisk at 7:30
P.m. with Bernice Lutes,
Madisonville, to give the
program on "Teaching Little
Children."
Kathleen Jones Group of First
Baptist Church will meet with
Lorene Swann at 7:15 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Lodge No: 276 F. Alateen will meet at the AA
8c A. M. will meet at seven p.m. Hall at seven p.m.
with work in the EA degree.
Sunday, July 6
Serendipity Stroll will start at
Center Station in Land Between
, the Lakes at two p. m.
Forestry Hike for 1'2 mile
walk will start at Center Station
in the LBL at ten a.m.
Tuesday, July 8
Ellis Center will open at 10:30
.a.m. for senior citizens with
Luncheon Planned At
TVA representative, Herb
Brady, speaking on "Con-
Murray Country serving Electricity" at 10:45Club
a.m., sack lunch at noon.
The regular ladies day lun. tablegames or shuffleboard at
cheon will be served • at the one p.m., bus run at 3:15 p.m.,
Murray Country Club on , and shufflebdard at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, July 9, at noon with
9+1..i...14.66...Sal-144atazazza...as.chair.... Palestine
man of the hostesses. Church Womeri will meet at ten
Reservations should be made
by Monday noon by calling the
chairman at 753-8354.
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames A. B. Crass, Mary
Belle Overby,- Walter Jones,
Louis Ryan, Joe T. Foster, Ottis
P. Valentine, Raymond Hewitt,
James H. Boone,
Frank Fitch, and Mike Coylott.
a. m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murrit'Y TOPS Club will meet











Many; many items math" savings of up to 60%
ainglallarl~agalaVaariaM•laillara••
Bedspreads, lighting Fixtures & Access_pries,,,Y4_13,
Sofas . Valves to S125 00 Starting As low is $35000
Sleepers -Values to 1590.00 Starling As low As $25995
Recliners 
•
Values to 5460.00 Starting As low As $199 9 5
Chairs - Values to 1215 00 Starting As Low As ¶'i4995 JJ
In Stock Carpet From 5395-sq.-yd.
In Stock Vinyl Flooring from $295
6pc. Bedrm Group Reg 5599 95949"
5
9 5
7 pc. Bedrm Group Reg Si10016599
7 pc. Bedrm Groupp.,,st0001499
8 T24i&8at(
403 Sunbury Circle Murray. Ky • 153/381 '
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Your Individual
Horoscope
SIGMA CHI SWEETHEART Gale Broach was recently
chosen the Sweetheart of the Sigma Chi social fraternity at
Murray State University. Miss Broach is a junior Social work
major and, has been a varsity cheerleader for the past two
years. She is Ite daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray T. Broach of
Coldwater.
- Photo by Wilson Woolley
North Fork
Ella Mom's Has Man/ .Ca.umaldigatian—ao
To Visit In Her Home During Week
By Mrs. R. D. Rey
June 17,
Mrs. Tom Wilson had in her
home Sunday ititAinner
children— Mr. and Mrs.
Francis Deering of Detroit,
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Odelle-
Hopkins and children, Karen,
Kim, Kenny, and.. Kirk, of
Cincinnati, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs.
Derrel Wilson and children,
Lisa and Mike, of Paris, Tenn.,
.Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
Lavettia, Mr. and Mrs. Maburn
'Key, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Key
and son, Kevin. Afternoon
visitors were Air,„and Mrs, R.
D. Key.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Martin
and Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn
Martin and children from Paris,
Tenn., visited Bro. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. James
Kuykendall were supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Vergil Paschall
on Friday.
Mrs. Judy Herndon and
daughter and Mrs. Nellie Szabo
and children of Paris, Tenn.,.
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes Monday night. They
brought cake and pie for Bro.
Sykes' birthday. We all enjoyed
it very much. Bro. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee were supper guests
also.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
R. D. Key on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins, and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins visited Milford Orr in
Vanderbilt Hospital Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry. 
Brandon%tilted ' turn on erlday arid
-
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Owen
and Mr. and Mrs. Max Dale are
visiting this week with Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Hopkins in Chicago,
Rudy Key and Mr. and Mrs.
• Ivy Bury visited Mr, and Mrs.
Henry Sykes over the weekend.
Henry Sykes was in Paris,
Tenn., Monday to see Dr.
Chesmore. His condition is no
better and doctor has told him
not to do any work.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr at-
tended the homecoming at New
Bethel Sunday.
Bro. and Mrs. Ranny Hart
visited Mrs. -Ella Morris and
family Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Carlene Paschall visited
'S together on Father's and
Mother's Days even though Mr.
and Mrs. One Kuykendall are
deceased.
Mrs. Joe Powell and Laurel of
Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Wicker on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Bra gwell of
Jackson, Tenn., spent the day
with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wicker on Sunday. They worked
together years ago.
Henry Jones Holley of
Chattanooga, Tenn., spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Holley. .
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr visited
Mr. Ind 'Mrs. Clarence Pasclizilt
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Odelle Hopkins
and children, Karen, Kim,
Kenny, and Kirk, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins of Paris, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Tom Wilson this week.
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins spent Saturday
afternoon wtith Mrs. Ella
Morris.
GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Irvan of
Scottsdale, Arizona, have been
visiting his aunts, Mrs. Bob
Fair and Mrs. Lilburn Rayburn,
1607 Dodson, and his sister,


















* Girt' Sizes 9-4.
Red-White-Blue—.
Combination
*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Carel
Bel-Aar Shopping Center
10-7 Mon -Thur.; Murray
94Sat





FOR MONDAY, JULY 7, 1975
Look in the section in which.
your oirthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) NIA
A desire to reach beyond your
limitations could unhinge
nerves and disposition, cause
disruption of a smooth schedule.
TAURUS
(, Apr. 21 to May 21) dgiii?
Work promptly on the knotty
situations, but do not blow them
out of proportion. Let incidents
remain just that — and keep
eyes on the main goal.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) DA,-
Mercury, highly auspicious,
now stimulates your most
worthwhile interests. Especial-
ly favored: writings, commu-
nications in general, aviation
and outdoor pursuits.
-CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) EDO
Much can be accomplished in
both the planning and doing --
stages — not only in job or
business interests, but also in
civic affairs, social and per-
sonal matters.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 4'1244t
soundly directed imagination
needed now. Conduct your'
affairs so no one can find fault.
VIRGO
Mrs. Ella Morris Friday. (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) /1P11.
Bro. and Mrs. Glyn g M. Orr, This day will call for an early
Rickie and Bryan, Mr. and Mrs. start and steadfast effort. You
Gaylon Morris, and Mr. and won't have to be a wizard to
Mrs. Coy Kuykendall visited succeed, but you WILL have to
Mrs. Ella Morris Sunday af- be careful in making decisions.
ternoon. —   LIBRA
Mrs. Wattie Taylor of (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Jackson, Tenn., visited Mrs. R. Be prepared for competition,
D. Key and Mrs. Warren Sykes °PP°sition to your Plans. If
Monday afternoon. She also aware that these exist, you can










Mrs. Henry Sykes. and you will!
SCORPIOMr. and Mrs. Frances ( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "Veltr•Deering and Mrs. Tom Wilson Stellar influences warnvisited Mrs. Ella Morris and against hasty decisions andMr. and Mrs. Maburn Key expressing opinions before all
Monday afternoon, facts are in and all "angles"
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall understood. Day has fine
visited Mrs. Lillian Ross in the potential otherwise.
Crestview Nursing Home sAGITYARRIS
Sunday afternoon. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
The Kuykendall children and Read Scorpio. Your outlook
grandchildren gathered at the similar. Hasty decisions and
home of Miss Sylvia Kuykendall moves could be day's undoing.
Sunday. Each one carried a On the personal side: Romance
basket lunch. It is wonderful and new friendships highly
that families still want to be fa voted.
CAPRICORN
)ev440
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) via
Dealings with others may
disappoint in part, but YOU
maintain a sure-footed, even
tempo — AND disposition. Do
not be overly skeptical and
don't blow minute situations out
of proportion.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Do not dash headlong into
day's activities no matter how
much is expected of you or how
much you wish to accomplish.
There are "cloudy" areas to
study well.
PISCES 4%ir
('Feb. 20 to Mar. -20)
Excellent Neptune iiinuences.
You can give an exhilarating lift
to a new prOject or brighten
routine to the point where it
actually becomes stimulating.
YOU BORN tODAY are
endowed with a high order of
intelligence and, being essen-
tially scholarly, you never
cease in your quest for
knowledge. Extremely adept,
too, in imparting this knowledge
to others, you would make a
teacher without par. Science
also appeals to you and you
have an inventive turn of mind.
Any branch of modern
technology would be an ex-
cellent outlet for your talents.
You are artistic, too, and would
make an outstanding painter,
musician, writer ( especially on
scientific subjects), or actor.
Birthdate of: Marc Chagall,





Beverly Parker 'was the
medalist for the ladies day golf
held on Wednesday, July 2, at
the Murray Country Club.
Frances Miller was golf cap-
tain. •
Low putts went to Nell Roach.
Patsy Miller got blind hole and
Beverly Spannhad a chip in on
No. One for an Eagle Three.
Betty Lowry and' Lou Doran tied





F PRICES GOOD SUNDAY & MONDAY _ONLY!
PATCHWORK PRINT







l,,adies 6-16 pant in 100%
Cotton patchwork print has
zip fly front, 2" extended
waistband with 1 button







nim jeans with zip fly front,
24" flares, tab pocket and
one button extended tab,moi
waistband.
EA.
Choose delicious Heat 'n
Serve beef, pork, sal lsbury_:0%_
steak, turkey, meat loaf






For your gardening needs,
choose these -quality #2—
s'hovel with 81/2 x 12-inch
 )or 71/2 x 12-inch blade and48-inch handle.
1-1:
it-LuE • IcE
Low cost durable package. Just






Only a little bit holds pap-




















18" x 32" waffle back rug
I)! 1000/c polyester comes












1 REG. 1 0-",00
Comfy exercise vamp of
all-over rubber with ad-
justable vamp strap and











9-9mon.-sat. DLL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
1-6 Sun. — -
Limit Rights Reserved Equal Opportunity Employer
1" by RAC
,
Helps prevent overheating problems,
loss of coolant or antifreeze and cor-
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and opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the poi of pro, iding a forum for the free exchange of differing
opinion- Letters Lo the editor in response to editorials and
Upll .104 Led artHies are encouraged
Ilie editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to hnut
opinionated arucles to only those which parrallel the editorialphilosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to ow readers,
therefore we urge readers who& not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a Colo:huh to respond
with their feeluigron the particular issue being discussed
OPINION PAGE]




Los Angeles seems to be
making a bid to become the new
"most sung about" city.
New York (on the sidewalks of),
San Erancisco (open your Golden
Gate), Chicago (that toddlin'
town), New Orleans (way down
yonder in), and St. Louis (meet
me in) have, in the past, been
much more often the subject for
lyricists than has the Southern
California metropolis. L. A. was,
until recently, rather much in a
class with Cleveland, Detroit and
Washington. ----
("I Left My Heart in
Washington" sounds more like a






But there was an L. A. song a
year or two ago. We can't
remember it precisely, but it had
a good ring of the kind of nostalgia
and loneliness for a place that
makes a hit.
Then last year the "number one
fan of the man from Tennessee"
was being entreated to "please
come to L. A. in the springtime."
Now, there's one called "99
Miles from L. A." that seems to be
becoming quite popular. It's one
of those "riding down the high-
ways back to you" types and just
might turn out to be the biggest
"city song" since the time we got
to Phoenix.
- Oak Ridge (Tenn.) Oak Ridger
-.Help For Widows
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Depart of Helath, Education
and Welfare
I almost hesitate to write this column
because no one wants to think about the
death of a loved one.
But the sad fact is that every year
thousands of women do have to face the
death of a husband.
When a woman becomes a widow, she
needs emotional help. - and she needs
practical, factual help, too. It's the factual
help that concerns me today.
Widows - especially young ones with
, dependent children - must know what
financial help is available and where to get
it.
Take Social Security benefits as an
example. These payments are available to
a widow immediately. But she must apply
for them, and many women do not know
this. _
To apply, a woman should go to her local
Social Security office I or she may
telephone if she prefers). She must give or
send Social Security the following
documents:
-the husband's Social Security card (or
record of his number);
-her own birth certificate;
-proof of the children's ages, if she is
seeking benefits for them;





A woman should also lehow about in-
surance policies and how to follow up on
them. What life insurance polices did he
have? Is there "credit" insurance that
would pay for the family car or the mor-
tgage? Did he belong to professional or
fraternal groups which might have group
life insurance policies? And what salary or
survivor's benefits might be due from his
employer?
Veteran's benefits may be available,
too, if the husband was an honorably
discharged veteran and if the wife meets
certain conditions. Ask the local Veterans
Administration office about that.
Check the safe depsoit box as soon as
possible for documents, policies, stocks or
bonds. Look back over cancelled checks
for clues to payments on other financial
holdings. And phone local banks to ask
whether they may have savings accounts
- in the husband's name - that the wife
may not have know about.
Of course, a widow would }mow all of
these sources if she and her husband had
sat down - long in advance - and made a
checklist of all important family papers.
Such a surivor's checklist should contain
all details about wills, policies and other
family documents.
For help in preparing such a checklist,
writ for a copy of the Federal Govern-
ment's Guide to Keeping Family Records.
Send your request to Keeping Records,
Pueblo, Colo. 81009.
'Holder-In-Due-Course'
By Ed. W. Hancock
Attorney General
"We have to pay for something, we did
hot receive" a consumer from Paducah
ereie Le our (Mite. Under existing law, he
does.
He signed a contract, agreeing to pay
about $80 a month for a school course for
his son. The first payment was made to the
school and the subsequent payments were
payable to the finance company, to whom
the contract had been assigned ( sold).
According to the consumer, the son was
soon informed that the school was closed
and that all persons connected with the
school had left the Commonwealth. Not
only that, but the finance company was
insisting on monthly payments, even
though the school no longer existed arid the
son would never receive one, bit of in-
struction.
This is a classic example of the problem
of a legal doctrine called "holder-in-due-
course." Many consumers have learned
about it the hard way, by purchasing goods
or services on credit, finding those goods
or services defective, yet having to pay the
lending institution anyway.
When consumers purchase goods or
services on credit, the note or contract
they sign with the seller is usually sold to a
lending institution such as a bank or
finance company.
In the vast majority of these cases, the
contract contains a "waiver of defense"
clause, which Sayls that the consumer has
no defenses against paying the lending
institution, even if an item is defective or if
a service was not performed.
A leadingaMstitution which buys such a
contract then becomes a "holder-in-due-
course," holding your contract and
requiring you to pay. Most consumers do
not understand the "holder-in-due-course"
doctrine and many suffer because of it.
The Consumers' 'Advisory Council is
considering legislation that would change
this situation. A public hearing on the
subject will be held Tuesday, June 17, in
the Senate Chambers at the Capitol
Building in Frankfort. If you are in-
terested in learning more about the
"holder-in-due-course" doctrine, or if you
wish to present your views orethe subject,
please come to the public hearing,
beginning at 10 a.m.
In the meantime, remember that any
time you sign a contract that has the words
"consumer waives any defenses" of any
ginner language) anywhere on the front
or back of a contract, the contract may be
sold to a holder-in-due-course, and you are,
hi' effect, borrowing money from a
financial institution and turning your cash
over to the seller.
If you have a consumer_ complaint_
contact the Attorney General's Division of
Consumer Protection. Kentucky con-
sumers may call toll-free on the consumer
'hotline: 1-800-372-2960. Or you may write
to: Attorney General's Division of Con-





VAN CURON By S. C. Van Curon
- By TODD DUVALL and
S.C. VAN CURON
Frankfort-From time-to-time the
education bureaucracy here goes on a
binge over some new teaching theory or
method, usually accompanied by the
expenditure of large sums of money and
much time before something newer comes
along to replace it.
In recent years, the big thing in Ken-
tucky elementary and secondary
education was "career awareness," and
teachers throughout the state spent any
number of in-service days poring over
materials and listening to highly paid
consultants discuss ways of making sixth
graders aware of their career choices.
(One can only hope those same sixth
graders were able to read the career
awareness booklets they were given.)
Another education concept that was
much discussed not too many years ago
was "teacher accountability," a fancy
term meaning educators must take some
responsibility for the academic ac-
complishment of their students.
Accountability as an educational
precept may soon be resurrected, not
necessarily by educators, but by parents,
....taxpayers,..schaoLbuartio.niesalaers-eatii:-
perhaps most importantly, legislators.
In fact, evidence points to Kentucky's
education establishment becoming just
slightly unsettled at the prospect of a
concerted effort to judge teachers and
administrators by a yardstick geared to
student achievement. - •
But, thousands of teachers in Kentucky
- most of them young, many with ad-
vanced degrees - are unable to find jobs.
Parents and school board members are
coming to the disquieting realization that'
while millions of tax dollars are spent
annually for public elementary and
secondary education, Kentucky still ranks
near the bottom nationally on education
spending and far too many Kentucky
students are not learning to read, write
sitepily sentences or multiply fractions.Th re will soon be major changes in
public education in Kentucky, changes
perhaps unequalled since the creation of
the state Minimum Foundation Program
in the 1960s. Massive amounts of state
money will be injected into schools to lift
Kentucky out of the national cellar in
rankings of per pupil spending. Classroom
teachers, along with other public em-
ployes, will eventually receive some soft
of collective bargaining right.
These will be achieved because enough
people now want them to happen and,
although some disbelieve it, political
realities in Frankfort are indeed geared to
what large numbers of voters want ac-
complished.
However, in exchange for hundreds of
millions of tax dollars to schools and
collective bargaining rights to teachers,
elementary and secondary education is
going to have to make concessions, the
principal ones being an end to teacher
tenure and a beginning of some method of
judging whether a teacher is doing the job
he or she is paid to do.
Most educators are willing to concede
tenure in exchange for collective
bargaining, but accountability - not just
high-sounding phrase in learned journals
but reel accpaatability - has the
education establishment worried because
any accountability will most probably
center on pay. Merit pay for teachers is an
idea that has gained strong following
among school boards tired of handing out
annual pay raises to each and every
teacher, regardless of whether a teacher
has earned a pay increase. -
School boards - and many parents -
argue thattgiving the same pay raise to a
mediocre teacher as an excellent teacher
is self-defeating and destroys any in-
centive to perform at optimum levels.
They also argue that years of experience
- upon which most teacher salary scales
are partially based - does not
automatically denote merit or ability.
Furthermore, Ipcking bad or'thecliocre
teachers ( and the education establishment
must publiclyacknowledge they exist (into
lifetime job security, through tenure is at
best irresponsible when thousands of
potentially good teachers ard having
desperate times finding employment.
There is evidence educators may . be
trying to stay one step ahead of real ac-
countability through a state Department of
Education creation called "The Kentucky
Plan" for improvement of professional
performance.
, Under the plan, a teacher "studies and
_clarifies the expectations" cif his-or heelota
and "determines the priority -of the
aomponents" of the job. The teacher then
"consults with a professional colleague to
refine further the performance objectives
and to develop jointly a plan of action for
their accomplishment." Once this plan is
put togetherathe teacher and colleague
• maintain appropriate records and each
consultation period thereaffer is utilized
tor progress review:and-ModifiCarc'n if
the original plan of action..."
it- is parttils kind of silly buraucratic
muddle that confuses parents and, tax- •
payers and/leaves sincerely concerned
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educators frustrated.
If the education establishment in
Kentucky cannot come up with a fair and
equitable method of teacher ac-
countability, stunned school teachers in
Kentucky may wake up soon and find
themselves graded the same way as their
students.
Some concerned individuals argue that a
teacher can and should be judged on the
progress of his or her pupils as shown by
achievement test scores, and that merit
pay raises, promotions and, in the ex-
treme, hiring and firing should be based on
the demonstrated achievement of
students.
Teachers counter such a method of
judging performance is impossible;
• teachers would be tempted to "teach the
test", there is no way to fairly evaluate a
special education teacher, a typing
teacher or an English teacher through
student achievement test scores.
They also argue strongly against the
concept of merit pay, claiming school
boards would hand out raises to pet
teachers, those who don't make waves and
the system would becbme bogged down in
politics and personalities.
- --There are strorig- -argtertentirtnr-bottr
sides of the issue, arguments that will
undoubtedly be heard often in coming
years, but the one clear factor in the
debate is that educators must accept the
fact that parents, taxpayers, school board
members, legislators ere going to demand
some form of accotunbility before they
put very much more money into the
system as it is now.
ea
REARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and solve problems-fast. Write to
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: My aunt, who is a Medicare
beneficiary, recently had to have an
ambulance take her to the hospital. Now
Medicare says they won't pay for the
ambulance. How come? S.T.
Answer: Under some circumstances,
Medicare can help pay for ambulance
services. But the ambulance, equipment,
and personnel must meet Medicare
requirements, and it must be absolutely
necessary to use the ambulance. If either
one of these conditions was not met,
Medicare could not pay for the ambulance
service.
Heartline: Is it true I can't have more
than $2,800 without paying income tax? I
am 87. N.O.
Answer: A single individual who is 65 or
older must file a return and pay tax if his
gross income is $2,800 or more.
Heartline: My husband is getting
disability benefits and our 19 year old son
received benefits-until he graduated from
high school and went to work. Now he'a
decided to stop work and goto college. Will'
he be eligible for social security again?
A.C.
Answer: Yes, he should apply for
students' benefits right away. These
benefits are payable up to 22 for full-time,
unmarried students.
Heartline: My friend told me that you
solved a problem for her in less than 3
weeks, and she said that you sent to her a
- letter explaining hOw to address her en-
Today In,
History
By The Associated Press -
Today is Saturday, July 5, the 186th day
of 1975. There are 179 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1811, Venezuela became
the first South American country to
declare its independence from Spain.
On this date:
In 1830, the French occupied the North
African city of Algiers.
In 1865, William Booth founded the
Salvation Army in London.
In 1940, during World War H, diplornatc
relations were broken between Britain and
the Vichy government in France.
In 1948, Britain adopted the National
Health Service Act, providing free medical
service.
In 1960, Sen. Lyndon Johnson announced
he was a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for President.
In 1971, the American jazz musician and
composer, Louis Armstrong, died at the
age of 71.
Ten years ago: France began a boycott
of the European Common Market in an ef-
fort to impose French President Charles
de Gaulle's wishes on the organization's
future policy.
Five years ego: Mexico elected Luis
Echeverria its new president in calm and
peaceful balloting.
One year ago: There were strained
relations between the U.S. and Turkey,
- -bemuse-of l'tirkey's-deetsion ttrnfuTne.
growing opium poppies, and the American
ambassador, William Macomber, was
called back for consultations.
Toda'Y's birthdays: Julie Nixon
Eisenhower is 27 years old. Former Am-
bassador Henry Cabot Lodge Jr. is 73.
Thought for today: If there's a job to be
done, select a busy man; the other kind
has no time — anonymous.
10 Years Ago
Murray State College is in desperate
need of off-campus housing for women
.students, according to Lillian Tate, dean of
women. All dormitory rooms for women
are now filled.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Bobby Nell
Dunn, Mrs. Annie Hurt, and Mrs. Ida
Gallirnore.
The Jersey herds of G. B. Scott, Perry D.
Harrison, and Blalock and White have
been classified for breed type by the
American Jersey Cattle Club.
"Calloway County got four inches of rain
over the past few lays," from the column,
"Seen di Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
The annual reunion of the Boatwright
family was held yesterday at the Murray
City Park.
-20 Years Ago
Dr. John Quertermous spoke on
"Functions and Diseases of the Heart" at
the meeting of the major project leasers of
the Calloway County Homemakers Club.
This was for a special lesson by the various
clubs.
Deaths reported are Uncle Jack Ellis,
age 75, Mrs. Clara Barton Miles, age 59,
and John B. Enoch, age 86.
The senior art exhibit of Ardath Boyd
will open July 10 at'the Mary Ed McCoy
Hall Gallery in the Exhibit Hall of the Fine
Arts Building, Murray State College.
- BiTtP.:3 EePortc.clakachAle 4.110a.. buctme_
uw-aTne , to Mr. and Mrs. James Blacken
McGill on June 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Phillips. of Detroit,
Mich., have returned from a thotor trip to
points in Canada and the Eastern United
States.
30 Years Age-
-Nine-persons died and one person sum-.
_
vived the crash of a B-29 superfortress
near Brewers in Graves County on July 2.
The bomber was on a routine training
flight from Kirtland Field, Albuquerque,
N. M.
velope to you according to., dremetenent
number, shoulij she need your Delp
again. She said that the department
number would speed things up. Is that
true, and if so, what are those department
numbers in case I ever need your help?
Mr. L.T.K.
Answer: Yes, this is true. We do have
certain department numbers to help us get
to the most serious problems first. If you
have a particular problem that falls under
one of the catagories listed below, you will
obtain faster results by including'. the
department number in our mailing ad-
dress. Medicare and Social Security-
Dept. 70; Consumer complaint-Dept. 50;
Veteran's problems-Dept. 30; Railroad
Retirement-Dept. 20; IRS-Dept. 10;
Supplemental Security Income-Dept. 70.
Bible Thought
But I say unto you, Swear not at
all; neither by heaven; for it is
God's throne. Matthew 5:34.
Call upon the Almighty, but call
in reverence...for He hears!
Rejoice not when thine enemy
fallen', and let Aot thine heart be
glad when stumbleth. Proverbs
24:17.
Isn't It The Truth
A history of a natipri's bureaucracy is a
history of that nation's decline; meaning
that in government it is not service to the
people that counts, but Civil Service.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court met
June 29 to close the fiscal year with Judge
- C, -A. Hale presiding. _
Local .deaths reported- ide
Burton and Mrs. Rosa Crowfoot, age 71trara•--
The Almo Cannery is open at Almo High
School with Milton Walston as supervisor
and Mrs. Lucille Roberts as instructor.
Marriages reported include Miss Betty
Phillips to Pfc. Oliver Clough Hood on
June 30 at First Methodist Church; Miss
Martha Jane Blalock to Lt. R. C. Stewart
on June 29 at First Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Lt. and
Mrs. B. D. Faught on July 3.
40 Years Ago
W. S. Swann was reelected president and
L. J. Hortin as secretary-treasurer of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce. Other
members of the Board of Directors are T.
G. Baucum, V. C. Stubblefield, Sr.,
Foreman Graham, C. L. Sharborough, Dr.
C. H. Jones, K. C. Frazee, Tremon Beale,
and M. 0. Wrather.
Deaths reported this week include Mrs.
Rachel Floyde Lawrence, age 32, Charles
Wilson Webb'. age eight, Mrs. Ise Bynum,
age 76, and Johnny Mathis, age 79.
Miss Alice Waters will return to Murray
to reside aft& serving as a missionary in
China for over forty" years. -
Vargity debatere hanorad • at Mari ay
State College included James Miller and
Sam Boyd Neely of Hazel and Hugh
Phillips of Almo.
The State Game and Fish Commission
gave away about 50,000 big mouth bass fisn
ai Calloway County last week. They were
placed in ponds, lakes, and streams.
Marriages reported this week include
Miss Lonnie White to Raymond Rayburn
on June 16.
Let's Stay Well 
Skin Irritation And Cancer
..
Skin cancers are'common and
apparently on the increase.
While the cause of cancer re-
mains unknown, iriiitation of the
skin may initiate changes which
rksults in the formation of der-
mal malignancies
Such irritation may be
mechanical (irritation pf_tirie _Jae
hy a jagged. tooth), chemical (tar
orblitaene repeatedly coming in
rontact with the skin), or irredia-
1ion energy (X-rays, atomic
erierikv or ultraviolet light). The
ultraviolet rat in excessive ex-
posure to sunlight contribute to
—more elan changes thathecume
. malignant than does any other
- single cause. such effects being
more frequent in Caucasian or
utbite-,skinrted armor* 
Tn cancers occur in, two
.general varieties -- noripig-
, 'vented and pigmented
By F.J.L. Blassmgame, M.D.
(melanomas). While the former
is more common, the latter is far
more dangerous.
About 400.000 . net cases of
nonpigmented cancers, (prin-
cipally squamous cell and basal
cell tykes) occur annually tin the
United States. Fortunately, only
about 2,000 cases are fatal- -
On the, otaer head. approx-
imately 10.000 new cases of the
pigmented cancers (Malignant
melanoma) occur, and bout,
4.000 of these Lrts (tit lir ttra th
Skin turners, because of their
surfacealocationacesmetie effects-
or discomfort, are generally tre-
ated early -- w1u. curtt-•-iire
'more likely. A safe rule to follow
hav,e skin kaions that persi.4
longer than three weeks evalu-
ated by a phyiician. If he
suspecta that cancer has started;
-
he will want to remove the
growth and have it examined
microscopically.
Prevention by -avoiding repe-
ated skin irritation, especially
that which comes from excessive
exposure to sunlight, is the best
treatment.
-
-Q: Mrs. S.A. tweatiens why
milk, a most naturil food, can he
-so constipating.
. A: I am eure that you refer to
- cow's milk as being.constipating.
As you know, human milk for a
breast-fed baby - may resuit4iii-
frequent stools. For some adults.
COW'S milk may have the effect
of loose stools. However, for
many persons, cow's milk is con-
stipating because of the effects of
protein content and the low
residuean a diet corstainingtm-
BLASINOAME
siderable milk The constipating
effects can be offset by drinking
more water and by adding bulk
from vegetables and fruits.
Q Mrs. M.L. has a hiatel- her-
nia. so that some of her stomach
_pam_e_a_ai_ja_inLoaher a:AShe- -
wants advice about diet.
A: Avail_ being overweight.
Obesity usually, makes such her-
nias more trhublesomie. Eat
- small meals. Fats remain in the
stomach longer, and it is better
to at a low-1a diet Have your
evening Meal early so that mixt
of it can pass out of your
stomach before retiring. Coffee.
tea and cokes, .vhich contain-
caffeine, mae--sitrnatetrainice. '-
acid in gastric juice and have to
,be. used sparingly or omitted.
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SOON AFTER- COMPLETION—Wrather Hall, completed, dedicated and occupied in the fall of 1924, is shown not long
after work was finished on the structure built on the Murray State campus with $100,000 in local donations. The T-Model
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MURRAY. STATE UNIVERSITY•.• 
Established 1972. Founder. Rainey T Wells
(1875-1958). His home, where the Idea of the
University was born. 350 feet SE of here.
Dr. Wells crcond president or Murray State.
Gov. Morrow signed bill authorizing two
-normal schools- - one in cast Ky.. other in
west K.y. ert March 8. 1022. Migray chosen as
site iii V.V.St Ky.. Sq.it. 17, 1922. Doors .opened
Sept. 7-1. 1923. Dr. John W. Cnrr (1859-1)C0)w.tsfirst -president. His home 285 feet SW.
To locTit,- school at Murrny. citizensif
lownv Co. alt•ilv to $17.000 to fcuiqir<
Islr.1 for cl•npus -iyirt $100.000 t cr-,n,,trur •
fr.r. ,
HISTORICAL MARKER —The reference in a historical marker on the campus of Muria),
ministration Build* now Wrather Hall, located 150 feet northeast of the marker. Given to
Historical Society, the markerwas erected March 8, 1972, in observance of on of tfaimarjat.....te
Wrather Hall, a Murray State University
landmark built with $100,000 in local
donations collected in 1922 in the drive to
have Murray chosen as the site for the new
school, has been added to the National
. Register of Historic Places of the U. S.
Department of Interior's National Parks
Service.
Notification that the Old Normal School
Building or Administration . Building
has become the first campus building to be
entered into the register gives new im-
petus to the effort to convert it into a Jak-
cson Purchase Museum.
Completed and occupied in the fall of
1924 after the first year of Murray State
Normal School classes had been held at old
lk ihP-' .11
it; 'Art s!,1111., \Mt
it it It 111 
t.*** f\a
• ' a vr
—
Murray High School, the structure now k.
becomes eligible fo federal funding for
• restoration and renovation as a museum.
Dr. John Bartholomy, vice-president for
university services, said a grant ap-
plication for federal funds to undertake the
Wrather Hall' project has been submitted
to the Kentucky Heritage Commission'.
Architects have estimated the cost of the
restoration and renovation project at_..
$600.000.
Gov. Julian Carroll pledged state sup-
port for the project earlier this spring
when he told its backers: "When you show
you are serious about the museum by
raising some money and formulating some
plans, I want to see what Your state can do
•
•
LANDMARK DRAWING — Mrs. M. 0. Wrather, widow of the longtime director of public relations, and executive vice-president of Murray State University, admires a drawing of Wrather Hall, which is named in honor. of her husband. Shown
with her is James Harris, the artist commissioned by the Alumni Association to do the drawing as part of Calloway Coun-




Walter L. Apperson, chairman- of the
Jackson Purchase Museum Com-
mission of the Calloway County Bicen-
tennial Committee, said a meeting is being
arranged for members of the commission
to discuss the project in greater detail with
the Governor.
Serving with Apperson on the com-
mission are-- Bartholomy, Mrs. Betty
Lowry, Dr. L J. Hortin. A. W. Simmons.
Jr.. all of Murray, along with -two mem-
bers from each of the Bicentennial com-
mittees in the other seven Jackson Pur-
chase counties.
Supporters of Wrather Hall as a Jackson
Purchase Museum are seeking financial
asistanoe from both federal and state
sources to undertake the project as part of
the Kentucky and U. S. 'Bicentennial Ob-
servance of 1974-76.
Wrather Hall, a three-story brick struc-
ture, bears the name of the late Marvin 0.
Wrather, a member of the first graduating
class at Murray State who had risen to the
position of executive vice-president at the
time of his death in 1970.
Dedicated Sept. 22, 1924, the old Normal
School Building was the only educational
building on the campus at that time and
the hub of all activitiy. It . housed
classrooms, laboratories, both academic
and administrative offices, post office,
bookstore, and other quarters vital to the
functioning of the school.
State University is to the Ad-
the university bythe Kentucky
dates in the school's 5Qjb,.ati-
•
WRATHER HALL—Proposed as the site for a Jackson Purchase Museum, Wrather Hall at Murray State University has .
been added to the National Register of Historic Places of the U. S Department of Interior's National Parks Service and, as a
consequence, becomes eligible for federal funding for restoration and renovation. Formerly known as the Old Normal
School Building or Adminstration Building, Wrather Hall was the first building constructed on the campus after the'school
was founded in 1922.
• a..., -
' - • - •
• •
FACULTY AND STUDENT BODY IN 1924—Members al The-faculty and..fitudent body at Murray State during ▪ the fall_semester of 1924 are shown in front ot-the-nrwly ccorroptettsetlittyrittztv•oorittlitcang, nw namtetrtffrarttrirlISIt11rown
standing in frontbeft center) is Dt. John W, Cm, the first president of Murray mate Normal Schocit Concrete caps lot thebrick bannisters on the front steps to .he building arc shown in front of the woman. Tebuilding,was officially dedicated,Sept. 22, 1424. •
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CUTCHIN CUP WINNER — Bill Cutchin, (left) the grandfather of local tennis, presents Eddie Hunt with the Bill Cutchin Cup. The cup
goes to the winner of the men's open singles in the Fourth of July Tennis Tournament sponsored by the Murray City Park.
(Staff Photo try Me Breatkpa)
HOCKEY
ST. LOUIS — Goaltender Gil-
les Gratton, a two-year veteran
of the World Hockey Associ-
ation, signed a contract with
the St. Louis Blues of the Na-
tional Hockey League.
GENERAL
MON1:HEAL — WorKers at
• 1
BETTY PURCELL CUP WINNER — Gory Ifehosso (left) presents Sue Outland with the Betty Purcell Cup. The cup goes to the winner of
the women's open singles in the Fourth of holy Twigs Tournament.
unt And Outland Both
Win Three Tennis Titles
Recreation Department. straight sets, 6-1 and 6-2.
For winning the singles In the mixed doubles, Outland day was in the men's openchampionships, Hunt and and Hunt combined to win the doubles where Hunt combinedOutland received a special
honor. 
title by defeating Ron and Mary with Bennie Purcell to win theBeshear 6-0 and 6-2. chariipionship in the ,diiAion.HOUSTON Houston center and make noises. Instead, the Gary Hohnian, director of the
. They defeated Del Purcell andfielder Cesar Cedeno pulled a fireworks were on the tennis park, combined efforts with Services Set . Hal Houston 7-5 and 6-3.stritz),muscle aad .15, ..• , courts and doing the sr_l_cling,...)41411.411014ersoft,Q
"'"1-4 TIftre'virte -Mlle -h e a- -pec to ge—Mern'et/Of- a weii—Varle. - MAI- ' driaS7e_ to initiate two new. trave mg PHILADELPHIA I AP) — Fu- incredible shots in the matchcouple of Outland. trophies. Hunt won the Bill neral services will be held Mon- and severallirnes, Del PurcellHunt ,and Outland won just Cutchin Trophy which was day-for former Olympic hockey hit return shots from a positionabout everythipg there was to presented by Cutchin, one of the player -Nand college soccer ..on his back:be 'Won. Both won singles grandfathers of tennis in this
'
standout Wilson Hobson Jr. _ In. the women's do.ubles,championships, doubles titles • e ----A 1924 graduate of- the Uni, Outland got her third win byand they also combined to win Outland received the Betty versity of Pennsylvania. Hob- combining with Lanette Un-the mixed 4 doubles cham- Purcell Trophy. In order to keel) son captained the varsity soc- derwOod to defeat Jennyepionships in the annual Fourth
of July Tennis Tournament coolerg, a player must win the
the beautiful champagne cer ,team that won four inter-
collegiate championships. 
Smock and Edwina Simmons 6-
2 and 6-4.sponsored by the City Park and open singles title for three He was a member of the U.S. In the novice men's classes,consecutive years. field hockey teams that played Ronnie Dunn won the singles by
the Olympic Stadium site will
forego their annual tivd-week
vacation this month to continue









The 66 model with
30.Mch mower has 6 hp.
The 68 with 30- or
34-inch mower has 8 hp.
Five-speed transmis-
sion offers a travel speed
for most mowing jobs.
Rear grass bag attach-
ment allows close-in
trimming on the 66 and
68 with 30-inch mower.
Enclosed engine
reduces sound.









Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There were fireworks at the
Murray City Park Friday.




Kathy Outland of Murray won
the singles and doubles
championships Friday, at the
Central Park Junior In-
vitational Tennis Tournament
in Louisville.
Playing in the 12-year-old
division, Miss Outland drew a
first round bye. in the singles
then in the quarterfinals, won 6,
0 and 6-1 over Patty Trampter
of Louisville.
In the semifinals. Outland
won a tough 3-6, 6-2 and 6-1
match over her good friend and
doubles partner, Laura
Ramser. In the finals. Outland
romped past Mary Pete Reed of
Louisville 6-2 and 6-1.
In the doubles, •Outland and
Ramser drew a first round bye
and won their semifinal match
in shutout sets.
Then in the finals. Outland
and Ramser won 7-5 and 6-3




WILL BE OPEN- EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. T111 6 P.M. —
Hunt had little trouble in
winning the championship in
the men's open singles.
After dropping 6-3 set to,Ron
Underwood, Hunt roared back
to win the next two sets and the
match by posting 6-0 shutouts.
Outland won the cham-
pionship in the women's singles
by downing Edwina Simmons in
in the 1932 and 1936 Olympics.
Hobson also managed the
American soccer team in the
1956 Olympics.
He served on the U.S. Olym-
pic Committee for many years
and was secretary-treasurer of
both the U.S. Soccer Football
Association and the MiddleAt-
lantic Intercollegiate Soccer
League.Cards Get Win In He died Tuesday at age 72.
Park League Play
The Cards took a 10-5 win over
the Tigers in a Park League
contest played Thursday night.
Kelly Calvin went the
distance on the hill for the Cards
and gave up one hit. Calvin
fanned eight batters.
Kevin Crawford was - Vie'
hitting star for the Cards as he
had two hits and three RBI's.
Mike Davis- and Dave Whitten
also hit safely.
The Tigers got their only hit in
the fourth when Eric Blair
singled._
The Cards had outstanding
defensive plays from Mike
Davis, Trevor Mathis and Todd
Ross.
Eric Blair went the first three
innings on the hill for the Tigers
and allowed four runs on three
hits while striking out seven
Harry. Weatherly finished- up
and wassflargect_tylth six runs
while striking out four and
-giving up--furt one hit.
GOLF
MILWAUKEE — Veteran Art
Wall holds a three-stroke lead
after Three rounds of the $130,-
000 Greater Milwaukee Open.
One of the best matches of the
ousting newcohler Tony Wilson
6-0 and 6-3.
Dunn made it-a sweep by
combining with Mitch Ward in
the novice men's doubles to win
in split sets- over Brad Boone
and Denny Lane. Dunn-Ward
*on 6-4, 4-6 and 6-4.
*Preliminary rounds of the
tournament were held
throughout, the earlier part of
the week.
BASEHIT — James Kendall of the Pork League Braves takes a rip
at a pitch and singles. The action took place just before the heavy







Air trapped in your attic can get as hot as 140degrees and add unwanted heat to your entirehouse. Your air conditioner then has to wprk extrahard to keep you cool.
You can cut down on attic heat by installing atleast-six inches of insulation in the Wing, plusgable and eave vents to let out the hot air and 'drawin the cooler air. An attic ventilating fan will speedup the air exchange.







Starts Monday „Morning 9 am.
We Will be closed Friday & Saturday getting ready for this great sale
Suits Sp ort Coats Trousers
,
Leisure-Suits
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No refunds or alteration's on sole merchandise
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SHE PLAYS BALL TOO — Not only is she pretty but she also plays tee-ball. She's Michelle McDougal
Murray and she's Kentucky's Little Miss. She represented the state in the recent national pageant
Roanke, Va.
Gibbs And Taylor Fire
Gems In Pony League
Alan Gibbs fired his second
consecutive pitching gem in
Pony League action Thursday
night.
Gibbs, who led the Murray
Little League All-Stars to a
second-place finish in the state
last year, hurled the Dodgers to
a 4-3 win over the Mets.
In the other contest, the
Orioles kept rolling along as
they clubbed the Phils 12-0.
Gibbs tanned 10 men and
walked just two. Last Saturday
night, Gibbs., chalked up 17
strikeouts.
The Dodgers scored a run, in
the home half of' the second as
sacrifice and Guthrie reached
on an error to put the Dodgers in
the lead. The Dodgers added
another run in the sixth before
the Mets scored one in the
seventh to post the final score of
4-3 on the board.
- Spann and Bradley Wells
each had a hit for the Mets. For
the winning Dodgers, Kim Sims
had two safeties while Berkley
and Hal Hendricks each had a
Brad Taylor allowed seven
hits and struck out' nine while
walking just two in hurling the
Orioles to their 12-0 win over the
Phils.
Fred - Kemp reached'ow an--The Orioles scored a single
error, Tim Berkley singled and run in the first as Taylor walked
Marty Guthrie reached 'On an
error to fill the sacks for Mimi
Winchester who drew a walk to
force in a run.
In the top of the third, the.,
Mets put two on the board to
ntove to a 2-1 lead. Kenny
Bogard walked and Mickey
Spann tripled for an RBI.
Charlie Wells reached on a
fielder's choice as Spann was
cut down at the plate.
Wells later scored by stealing
home.
The Dodgers came back with
two in their half of the third and
went ahead 3-2. Kim Sims
singled, Gibbs reached on an
error and Kemp walked to load
the bases.
Berkley bunted in a run with a
0
in
and Gibson doubled for an RBI.
In the fourth, Craig Redden and
Trey Britt walked, David
Mathis reached on a fielder's
choice to load the sacks and
Taylor singled in a run.
The other two runs in the
frame scored on errors.
The Orioles added five in the
fifth and three more in the sixth.
Gibson and Jeff Kursave each
had. tua-bits for the willitt46:413
while Taylor, Dean Cherry and
Kelly White also hit safely.
For the Phils, Kenneth Mc-
Cuiston had two hits while Bill
Wilson, Dan Rogers, Roy
Garland, Larry Cunningham
and Don Rogers also hit safely
s.
Ashe To Meet Connors
In Finals At Wimbledon
By JEFF BRADLEY
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England ( AP)
— Arthur Ashe becomes the
first black athlete to play in a
Wimbledon tennis final today
when he meets defending
champion Jimmy Connors.
Facing perhaps the toughest
challenge of his career, Ashe
was not thinking of himself as
a hero in the eyes of black
Americans.
"The fact that I'm the first
black finalist doesn't matter.
f It's not a novelty any more,"
said the tall, elegant player
from Miami, Fla.
"Nobody talks about Evonne
Goolagong Cawley) being
aborigine or El Shafei being
Egyptian. It's passe."
In Connors, Ashe meets an
opponent at the top of his
game.
The world's No. 1 player
hasn't even dropped a set on
his way to the final.
A $22,000 prize awaits .the
winner of the center court
battle scheduled to start at 8
a.m., EDT, on the final day of
the Wimbledon championships.
Billie Jean King won the
women's singles title for the
sixth time Friday by breezing
past Australia's Evonne Goole-
gong Cawley 6-0, 6-1.
It was the San Mateo, Calif.,
star's final singles tournament,
,.and tte c1ixxvi. ota,....11yeat _si-
re& at Wimbledon in which she
has won a record-equalling 19
titles, 13 of them in doubles.
"I have to quit sometime,"
the 31-year-old Ms. King said
after collecting the $15,400 win-
ner's prize. "And I want to go
inWashes Away Two
Little League Games__
Contests scheduled in Little
League action Friday night
were washed away by the
much-needed rains . that
drenched the local area. •
In the first contest, the Reds
were to meet the Yanks while in
the second game, the Cubs and
Athletics were to play.
The games have been reset
for tonight with the first contest
;
WREST 1 0UVE EXPECTING
PENGUINS..
Set the thermostat for cooling
.your home at 80 degrees or above. (This
simple step will save more money and
electricity than you can imagine.)
Other rips are reMember to clean
the filter regularly, pull the drapes, wear
light clothing, and keep all outside doors
and windows closed when using your air
conditioner. Be sure your home is well
insulated to conserve the "cool" you
have and keep your home comfortable





getting started at .:30 p. m.
At 7 p. m., the greased pig
contest will be held followed by
„the secor41 Little League- woe.
Then at 9 p. m., the fireworks
display will begin.
In Little League games
played Thursday, the Astros
and Pirates grabbed wins.
The Astros ripped the Cards
12-2 in the first contest while in-
the nightcap, the Pirates belted
the Twins 8-2.
Both the Pirates and Astros
now boost 9-3 records in the
league standings.
Tony Herndon got credit for
the win on the mound for the
Astros, who banged out 11 hits
in the contest.-Mark Smith was
the hitting star as he clubbed
two homers.
In the third inning, Smith
belted a three-run blast while he
hit a solo shot in the fifth. David
Ellis had a solo homer for the
Cards in the second inning.
Ellis, Gary Sims, Bruce
Taylor and Mark Denham all
hit safely for the losing Cards.
For the ,Astros, Mark Smith
and- Scott Hill both had three
hits while Stacy Smith and Eric
-tovirts- fiad two. Aga hitting
safely was Herndon.
Rich Rollins went the
distance on the hill and picked
up the win for the Pirates s the-
other contest. There were no
homers in the game.
For the Twins, Sammy Smith
and Scott Orr each had one hit.
Darwin Bumphis, Robin
Roberts and Rollins had two
hits apiece for the winners Also
hitting safely were James
Thomas, Tim Foster. Joe
Oakley and Steve McDougal.
Little League play will enter
its final week Monday. The first
contest Monday will find the
Twins playing the Cubs while




Borzov, a two-time Olympic
gold medalist, breezed to victo-
ry in the 100 meters in a track
meet between the United States
and the U.S.S.R.
LINCOLN, Neb. --, Brenda
Morehead and Paul Jordan
each set meet records and
sprint sensation Houston
McTear tied another mark to
open the fourth annual Russian-
American Junior Track Meet.
• AUTO RACING --
DAYTON. BE.ACIi., Fla.
Richard Petty defeated former
teammate Bud4y. Baker by
three seconds _in— the Fire-
cracker 400 stock car race.
753-5312
How to turn your' patio into
an outdoor room
A Howrstet.patio cover wsth screens lets you entertain e-dt rt
just relax in complete comfort It lets you enjoy summer
___sustbout-thetttiScougortancl.ultalsois.causiatl.16
and mosquitos And even on rainy days theNids wilt have a Jo-,
to play - outdrrs
,Qatt us today We're the Wett'lerStcropers.trorn Howernet 5rt-1
be glad. to give you ' nate and show you hoiw eats1.
enjoy a summer alt lowmet SCreen Room..











Phcfne 7,53-31 6 4
out on a high."
She will continue to compete
in doubles and World Team
Tennis, she said, but vants to
concentrate on her television
interview show and sports
magazine.
"Winning three Davis Cups,
Forest Hills and this. year's
World Championship Tennis
title were probably my greatest
thrills," said a relaxed Ashe- as
he headed for the showdown
with Connors.
Being black added a bit of
pressure, he said, especially
from West Indians and other
blacks living in Britain who
have sent him notes saying,
"You've got to do it for us."
Despite his efforts to encour-
age black youngsters around
'he world to take up tennis,
Ashe admits that when he retir-
es, it may be 10 years before
another black player reaches
the top rank.
"There's a lot of difference
between myself and what Jack-
ie Robinson did in baseball.
When he broke into the major
leagues in 1947 there were lots
of black players ready to take
advantage of the barriers he
broke down. But in tennis, I
was the only one capable."
Connors, the 22-year-old left-
hander from Belleville,
said the final will be "just an-
other day at the office".
He denied suggestions there
was animosity between the
players because of lawsuits
Connors has filed against Ashe,
president of the Association of
Tennis Professionals.
The pair have never met on
grass, but a confident Connors
says he is playing the best ten-
nis of his life and has been
made heavy favorite by the
bookies to retain his title.
His crushing form the past
two weeks has sent the Wimble-
don press corps searching the
record books to find another
player in the tournament's his-
tory who played as well.
S
Cm RR %III:Dorm i. mill%)
PORTS
Foolsih Pleastire And
Ruffian To Race Sunday
By TED MEIER
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK tAP) — Most
match races have been won by
the horse getting the lead at
the start. Will it happen again
in the $350,000 Match Race at
Belmont Park Sunday between
Ruffian, the unbeaten filly, and
Foolish Pleasure, winner of the
Kentucky Derby and her first
male opponent?
The I14-mile race, billed as
the Battle of the Sexes, is ex-
pected to be one of the most
memorable in turf history. It
has aroused world-wide interest
and will be nationally televised
by CBS.
A glance backwards at the
nine outstanding American
match races of the last half
century shows eight have been
won by the early leader.
Man O'War beat Sir Barton
by severriengths at Kenilworth
Park in Canada on Oct. 12,
1920. Zev beat Papyrus by five
lengths at Belmont Park Oct.
20, 1923. A month later at La-
tonia, Ky. on Nov. 17, 1923, Zev
provided the only exception by
overhauling In Memoriain to
win by a nose.
"The only way to beat her is
to run with her," said Leroy
Jolley, trainer of Foolish Pleas-
ure. "My colt has the speed to
do it. We'll test her, all right."
A crowd approaching 70,000
expected to watch jockeys Ja-
cinto Vasquez, on Ruffian, and
Braulio Baeza, on Foolish
Pleasure, duel for the winner's
share of $225,000.
At Ewing Tire Service we've got I
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II Gas eZonomy • White Sidewall
• Magic Carpet aide
• better handling.
No Money Down—Six Months To Pay
for fast in-the-field service
Shop Ewing
Tire Service
808 CRIctwitter 'Rood -.New: IT' efints,Murroi;:-Kenteek-y-
Hours_Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 Sat._7:30-4:30
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Pi
Gamble Socks Homer To Defeat
Tiant And Red Sox, A's Win
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer




whether it was a fastball or a
curve-he was just swinging.
And, as a result, Gamble hit a
two-run homer and the Cleve-
land Indians had a 3-2 victory
over the Boston Red Sox Fri-
day night.
"Earlier, I kept trying to
guess what Tiant wa'S going to
throw me," said the Cleveland
outfielder after belting his dra-
matic shot in the seventh in-
ning. "One time I was looking
for a fastbali. and he threw a
curve. Another time I was look-
ing for a curve and he threw a
fastball. The time I hit the
homer, I was just looking for
(he ball."
No matter what it was, it was
one of the few bad pitches
Tiant threw all night. He





1 Bones of body 8 Sea nymph
5 Ache 9 Moccasins
9 Protective, 10 Chemical
organization compound
11 Placed in line ii Change
13 Near 12 Consider
14 Gossips 15 Number
16 Note of scale 18 Frights
17 Household pet 20
19 Greek letter 22
20 Toll 24
21 let it stand 26













































































Ihistr be Leited Fs xi.re Sy0dicate. 1 ric 7-5-
"I don't have anything to talk
about," said Tiant, who had
good reas,1 to be miffed.
A's 6, Angels 0
Ken Holtzman pitched a four-
hitter and Bill North drove in
two runs, leading Oakland over
California; Holtzman posted his
ninth victory and his sixth in
his last seven decisions.
Royals 3, White Sox 2
Jim Wohlford's RBI single in
the ninth inning carried Kansas
City over Chicago.
Orioles 5, Yankees '4
Don Baylor tied the game
with a home run and Tommy
Davis' single produced the go-
ahead run as Baltimore rallied
for three runs in the ninth to
beat New York.
Tigers 8, Brewers 2
Bill Freehan's three-run
homer sparked a four-run first
inning and led Detroit past Mil-
waukee.
Twins 8-2, Rangers 0-4
Bill Campbell pitched a five-
hitter to lead Minnesota over
Texas in the first game of their
doubleheader. Jeff Burroughs'
two-run homer keyed a four-run
sixth inning that triggered
Texas' second-game victory.
 • - 
Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. at. ore urged t
faced 753.1916 ttatmaan 5:30 .,
p. rn and 6 p. m. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.













day's opening round in which
four records were broken and
three were tied.
Temperatures in the 90s sent
many Russian athletes scurry-
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the University of- Nebraska's
Ed Weir Stadium in Lincoln.
McTear, 18, a high school
senior at Baker, Fla., and a
bright prospect for the 1976
U.S. Olympic team, was one of
the athletes the crowd of 6,000
came to watch. WO months
ago he ran the 100-yard dash jri
a world record-tying time
nine seconds flat. He was timed
BASEBALL STANDINGS




Pittsburgh 47 31 .603
Philphia 44 36 .550
New York 40 35 .533
Chicago 39 42 .481
•St. - Louis 37 40 .481
Montreal 32 41 .438
West
Cincinnati 52 29 .642
Lot, Angeles 45 38 .542
S.Francisco 39 41 488
Sun Diego 38 43 .469
Atlanta 34 44 .436
Houston 28 55 .337
Friday's Results
Chicago 6, Pittsburgh 1, 1st
Chicago 2, Pittsburgh 1, 2nd,
11 innings
Atlanta 5, Houston 4 .
New York 4, Philadelphia 3
Montreal 5, St. Louis 1
Cincinnati 7, San Diego 6




Now York at Philadelphia, 2.
It n)
Houston at Atlanta, '2, (t-n)
Montreal at St. Louis, 2, (1-n)
San Francisco at Los Ange-
les, (n)
Cincinnati at San Diego, (n)
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh at Chicago, 2
New York at Philadelphia
Houston at Atlanta
Montreal at St. Louis
San Francisco at LoA Angeles




46Bi5lwtclnauYkoee 43471 36 37 40 40 .5 4Ne  rk .5261 5
Cleveland 35 
Baltimore
30 46 .395 11/2
42 .455 7
Daylkliinstd citywei 2935 :635573 -6
37 40 ..181 12
Texas 38
.
 42 .475 121/
Minnesota 36 42 462 13,-2
*s37Re46sulis446 15
CalifornFiariday
Minnesota 8, Texas 0, 1st
Texas 4, Minnesota 2, 2nd
Cleveland 3, Boston 2
Detroit 8, Milwaukee 2
Baltimore 5, New York 4
Kansas City 3, Chicago 2
Oakland 5, California 0.
' Friday's Results
Minnesota 8, Texas 0, 1st
Texas 4, Minnesota 2, 2nd
Cleveland 3, Boston 2
Detroit 8, Milwaukee 2
Baltimore 5, New York 4








Chicago at Kansas City, (n)
Sunday's Games
Boston at Cleveland, 2
Baltimore at New York, 2
Milwaukee at Detroit, 2
GB
Americans Lead Russia
In Junior Track Meet
By GORDON HANSON
AP Sports Writer
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) - Led
by world class sprinter Houston
McTear and smooth-running
Brenda Morehead, the Ameri-
can men's and women's teams
held slight edges going into Sat-
urday's final competition in the
fourth annual Russian-Ameri-
can junior track rqeet.
The men were ahead 64-53 in 101 in the 100-meters to tie
and the womllt 36-26 'aft& F Uiith let Thk'll.Vehigan
State's Marshall Dill in 1972.
,He returned to4ead off the
_ 440-yard relay team, clocked in
a record-tying 9.6.
Miss Morehead, a lithe 17-
year-old from Toledo, Ohio,
took the women's 100 in 11.4,
snapping the previous standard
of 11.54 by Russia's Ludmilla
Ushatik in 1972. Chadra
Cheesborough, 16, of Jackson-
ville, Fla., finished second, also
in 11.4.
HERB CE-LEBRATE0
OuR LAST ANN lvERsAczy
WATO4ING A
TRIPLE - HEADER
- ITS FEENFA LOT OF
LAUGHS, 12 MILL1Ct\J
DEA-LAR MAN- B(JT--
NOW WE MUST PART'41.6 
A••••••••=6
The women's 440-yard relay
team, with Miss Morehead as
leadoff and Miss Cheesborough
anchoring, was timed in a
record 44.8, bettering the pre-
vious standard of 95.25 by an
American team in 1974.
Competing are the top athlet-
es from both nations 19 years
old or younger. There are only
two contestants or teams from
each nation in each event.
The American men's team
defeated the Russians last year








A DV ERT !SING
DEADLINES
a• All display ads,
,.classified displays and
W regular display, must be




Must be submitted by 4













Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED







ages 31/2 ,to 6. Drop-in
service. 753-8807.
NOTICE
Approitmately 12,000 sq ft. at
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.






FOR SUNDAY., ,11,ILY 6,1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
IES
21 to Apr. 20) VA
Be on this day with all
the rieWs brightness and
verve for gtttg things done-
andtiorteirtio : Leave HO
room for doubts, vii.sgivings.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1/i7,4?
Look in the attic of old
thoughts and memories: sortie
gems of ideas may be hidden
there. Earnestness in all en-
deavors will bring fine results:
GEMINI
111( May 12 to June 21 t
No matter how you feel on
arising, you can improve your
'outlook and the areas in which
you move. Don't think a current
problem cannot be so:wed in one
day. It can - and with gusto.
cANckit
(June 22 to July 231 0
Review efforts of the past
week for an overall glimpse of
your progress. You are quick.
keen; these gifts can be a big
help now-if ably deployed.
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Match wits with the other
fellow, but keep emotions
controlled-and thallmagina-
tion of yours, too. Outdoor in-





( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
Temperament and desires
will determine whether, you
gain or lose ground now.
Release pent-up feelings in
ways worthy of your better self,
else havoc. Try to understand
others:- - - --
1 j BRA n
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) -
Neither expect nor demand
too much and you will be stir-
prised at your allover returns.
Avoid putting aside "musts" for
none-W-02181s.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Ino*
The give-and-take spirit must
prevail now or you will discover
that you have plenty of op-'
position-much of it needless.
SAGITTARIUS
(Noir 2.1 to Dec. 21) )?V4i10
z; Even though some outside..
. interests may seem more
stimidating, stick to obliga-=
tions, the fundamentals on
which to build a better future.
'Be realistic.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20;
\ A day when a bit of chance-.
taking could pay off-but ONLY
ifrolsiave given it considerable
though beforehand. Don't go
off the deep end-blindly.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Fe 19)
Na everyone see things
as you do, but bel.olerant of
their divergent opinions-and
LISTEN to ail! You cOULD
gain new insight into a hPberto
insoluble problem.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Poise and perseverance
needed. As with those born
under several other Signs, you
could also encounter unex-





Tennessee, stop at Joe
Bailey's Place, (Texaco)
for a free cup of coffee
always).
MARY KAY Cosmetics






















IF YOU -have a burden, let
us share it. NEEDLINE,
753-6333. -
HORNBUCKLE'S BAR-






Try "Family C" low fat
diet plan, Dale & Stub-
blefield Rexall.
5. Lost And Found
FOUND: LADIES wrist
watch. Owner may rlairn
by identifying and paying






WANT SOMEONE to keep
2 children in my home





couple to live in and care
for elderly lady. Room
and board plus salary.
Call 753-7963.
HELP WANTED Full time
female sales personnel.
Apply in person between 2
p.m. and 4 p.m. at
Sammons Bakery,
Northside Shopping
Center. Nro phone calls.
WANTED-SOMEONE to
care for elderly lady in
home. Live-in or days.
Call -753-3606 or 763-0473.
10 Business Opportunity
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly conventional and ultra
conservative; also idealistic
and humanitarfan in your
impulses-could not only  
suvceedi but beitiently._ 
haPpy,in my 'career where .you
could be of -service to your
fellowrnen, such as- medicine,
institutional or any other kind of
welfare work. Teaching is also
an excellent field for you but,
here, you will have to learn to be
more patient with those, less-
gifted than yourself. If 'so in-
clined," you could take up
writing-with marked success.
Ti-alja to curb: jealousy and
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of:




I will start you with a
guaranteed income-up
to $1,000 the very first
month, send you to
school for three weeks -
expenses paid, train you
in the field selling and
servicing established
accounts. No travel,
must be over 21 years of
age, car, sports minded




and pension plan. Equal
opportunity company.
For interview call John
Clines.- Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday 9







Box 26 ML, Stanberry,
Mo. 64489.
12. Insurance





HEALTH, life, burial, op to
$2000.00. Health no
problem. Call 753-1976.
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED manuel
typewriter. Call 753-9521
SHOP NEAR or around
Murray.' Pre;ferably
clean-up shop. Call 436-
5552.
'USED DATSUN pick-up
truck. 1966 or later model.
Call 753-7964 after 5 p.m.
USED COUCH am, chair
and china cabinet. Call
753-7975.
ur-,714,A.mr iti5
piano. Must be in fairly
good condition and cheap.
Call 753-7425 after 6 p. m.
15. Articles For Sale
TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents -each. Redmon







ONE 20" fan and 2 Feather
pillows. One feather bed.
Call 753-2500.
USED REFRIGERATOR,
$50. Also used washer and
dryer, $75. Call 753-4782
after 6 p.m.
REFRIGERATOR-
FREEZER, 17 cu. ft.
Frost-free, like new. $125.
Call Bob Nance, 382-2651
nights, or 382-2352 days.
TOMATO STAKES, 10
cents each, Bean poles, 25
cents each. Firewood, $10
a rick. Call 753-9618.
16. Home Furnishings
FOR SALE: Green and
gold floral couch and
chair. Very reasonable
Call 753-7763.
NEW QUEEN size bed with
headboard, box springs
and mattress. New
bat heoom sink and
commode _Narvest gold
Washer and dryer Stack-




paneling. 4 x 8 sheets -
$2.75 and up. Molding to
match paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling, 4 x 8
sheets, $4.25 each.
Cabinet topping: 25 cents
sq. ft. Interior latex white
paint, $3.95 gal.
Fiberglass Panels, 10
cents to 25 cents sq. ft.
Luan and Birch doors,
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross St
Tuck Salvage Mdse., Inc.
Box 88, Martin, Tenn.
Phone 587-2420,
17. Vacuum Cleaners





The Murray. Board of Education Will
accept bid proposals for re-roofing the
Austin Building on South Ninth Street,
ay, Kentucky. Bids will be-accepted
until Thursday, July 10, 1975 at 7:30 p.
at the Board Office Building, Poplar at
Ninth Street, Murray, Kentucky. The
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THE SALE is over at Kilt!,
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby...
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see -









20 FURGUSON. Also Ford
Furguson. Both in ex-
cellent condition. Call 435-
4433.
CASE FARM tractor. V-
AC12. 3 point hitch: $900.
Call 436-5414.






-cultivators. Get our price
before you buy. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.
- TILLERS: 3 trp. $176.95. 5
h.p. with power reverse,
B S !mine. ',Wallin
Hardware7Paris, Tenn.
Another View 32 Apartments For Rent
F3ET1Y FORP DROWN -
24. Miscellaneous
METAL TOOL keeper to fit
pick-up truck. $50. 8 x 12
utility, building. $500.
Insulated, paneled, tile
ceiling, cabinets. See at
300 S. llth St. Call 753-
8407.
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings for all your




carrier. 2 Life jackets, 2
paddles. Call 753-3376.
FOR SALE 1973 Mark
Twain boat and trailer
with 115 Mercur7 Motor.
Like new. Call 753-0630.
1974 RANGER BASS boat,
85 h.p. Mercury motor.
Loaded with extras. Call
753-4148 after 5 p.m.
22 Musical
BALDWIN PIANOS and
























sinks with fawcets. Bar
set and 2 stools. Tappan
deluxe electric range,
coppertone. Air con-
ditioner, 12,000 sBTU. Call
753-9859.
16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
aed
,we,gt corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located on Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South. •
CLOTHES FOR sale. Sizes









ZE&ITH 19- color TV.
Needs repair. 2 small
oscillator type fans. All
cheap. Call 753-3202.
CONSOLE AM-FM - FM
.Multiplex Receiver with
8-Track cartridge system
and 3 speed record
changer. (Will record
also). $150.00. Call 753-
8200.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60, FURNISHED, 2
bedroom, large bath,
living room and kitchen;





cupancy. Extra nice and
priced to sell. Call 753-
6831 or 753-6057.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Ti.ip prices paid.
Saildte and Spur Trailer.
Sales, Paducah. Call 442--
1918 or 443-8228":
1965 MONARCH Crest
trailer. 10 x 55. Also used
Harvest refrigerator,
pony cart, oil stove, couch
and chair. Call 492-8863.
- -
12 x 65, central heat and
air, 3 bedrooms.
Reasohable. Also boat for
sale. 14' Clastron, 1971, 40
h.p. Ewlitrude motor.
Trailer. Call 489-2689 after
5 p.m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
FOR SALE - 35,mm
Beseler Topcon. 50Inm
lens and 135mm lens. Like
new. Call 753-6977 or
contact Mike Brandon at
Ledger 4Sr Tittles office,
753-1918.
TRAILERS„ air con-
ditioned, by week or
month, on waterfront lots.






ming pool. Families only.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
Notice
Beginning Monday, July 7, the hours of the
Land-Fill division of the Sanitation Dept. will
be from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday thru Friday
and 8 a.m. thru 2 p.m. Saturdays.
lee Bolen
Supt. of City Streets
and Sanitation Dept
10 x 42, 2 bedroom, $65 per
month. Also private
shady lot to park Mobile
home, $30 per month.
Located at Coldwater.
Call 489-2595.
ONE ALL electric, one gas,
both carpeted and on
private lots. Phone 492-
BEAUTIFUL 12 x 50, all.






31. Want To Rent
COUPLE WITH small
child wants 2 bedroom
house or trailer on private
lot. Call 753-5058.
32. Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT
Nice furnished apart-
ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
Special Attention
Retired Couples
Where one is 62 or over and
qualify the Government will pas
a large portion of your monthly
rental New one and two
bedroom apartments in Murray
Manor Central Air conditioning





MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
, two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furntstied. On





Married couple or two
boys preferred. No
children or pets. Water







furnished or partly fin--
nished apartment.
Downstairs and close to
town. Private entrance.
Retired couple or lady. If
interested call 753-4522.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
house for rent. Ideal for
girls. Close to college.
Call 753-4478 after 5 pp.
NICE FURNISHED
"ditartrrient-AftillabIe
- -weekly or monthly rental.
rtlay be seen at Kelley
Pest Control, 100 S. 13th.
FURNISHED -'11:1NE
bedroom apartment








ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.





South 16th St. 753-6609.
34. Houses For Rent
NICE COUNTRY home,
city water, electric heat,
garden. Couple, no pets.
References required. Call
753-9409.
VERY LARGE lake front
cottage. Air conditioned,
everything furnished on
Kentucky Lake. Rent by
week. Call 753-7573.
FURNISHED LAKE front
cottage on KY. Lake for
rent. Rent by day or
week. Call 753-7573.
17. Livestock Supplies
10 FEEDER pigs. Call 436-
2240.
38 Pets - Supplies
TOY POODLES FOR sale.
Black 'and cream. Call
753-6508.
DOBERMAN PUPPIES.
AKC registered. 6 weeks




IIYOU CAN ALWAYS RESIGN AND BEGRANTED AN AVSSOLUTE PARDON."
43 Real Estate
FOR LISTING and 'slling
your property, see Boyd-
Majors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or call













and black Poodles. Also,
Siamese kittens. Pet






Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 753-4106. %
SIX POODLES. $35 each.
Call 435-4360.




Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta




university we have this -
quality hod*, 4 or 5.
bedroom, 3'2 bath, brick
veneer, and wood exterior
2-story. C,entral heat and
air, 2 fireplaces, complete
kitchen, abundant closet
space, wall to wall carpet.
'Contact Boyd-Majors









46. Homes For Sale
-BY OWNERiOId' Kay
46. Homes For Sale








Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9208.




1975 YAMAHA 175 Endura.
500 miles. $700. Call 436-
5414.
1972 YAMAHA Endure. In
good condition. Call 489-
2638.
SEARS MOTORCYCLE,
1969, 106 cc. Road or trail.
-Goa condition. $1130: Call
Latimer home and shop. 753-7475.
Red brick with full size
basement finished out. 2
car carport with sun deck.
3 bedrooms, all new
appliances. Fine car
shop, can be rented for
$185 monthly. Four miles
south of Murray. Call 753-
5311. Shown by ap-
THE QUALIFIED per
sennel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call




located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty' yeatif-ei--
elusive real estate ex-
perience Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.




FOR SALE by owner.
Beautiful residential lot in
Riverwood subdivision.
Call 753-8580 or 436-2257.
REDUCED PRICE on the
resale of Memorial
,Garden lots. Call 753-4584.
CCUNTY LOTS, city
water High and dry.
$3,500 to $5,000. Sam
Harris, 753-8061, New
Providence Rd.
6. Homes For Sale
THREE ACRES land, sik
room house, double





Approx. 3 years old.
Catalina Drive. Oc-
cupancy July 1. Call 753-
3976:
HOUSE FOR sale. Lot 450
deep and 60' wide. Good
for lady who wants to
ketrp-iltritliej:--iii- good
.renal property. Call for
appointment, 753-2588.
Notice
Starting Saturday evening, July 5, and continuous
thereafter, the Collection Division of the Sanitation
Dept. will be running a night shift on all business, com-
mercial, and industrial customer. Containers must be
out by 6 p.m. beginning Sat. July 5, 1975.
Lee Bolen




Steely and ClarkCall " Construction Co.
153-7850
Ge,le Steely and John Clark
z
-HOUSE FOR _Sale: 2
bedrooms, air ' Con-
ditioned, washer and
dryer, stove and -
refrigerator. -Completely




location. Big shaded lot
with many trees. High
ceilings throughout.
Living room with working
fireplace and wall to wall
carpet. Formal dining
room with -wall to wall




sun porch, full downstairs




dressing room. Two large
bedrooms with working
fireplaces, full upstairs
bath, full attic, basement,
separate 2 car garage and
paved drive. Reasonably
priced by owner. Call 753-
7980.
BY OWNER, 1711 Farmer,
3 bedroom brick, car-




Call 753-1570 days, 753-
9712 after 4 p.m.
COLDWATER, I year,
new, large 3 bedroom
_baitie. Extra:J./4- e lot, 2_
car attt-clied -.garage;
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
FIREPLACE 'AND fenced,.
yagd are two of the many
extras included in con-
veniently located 3
• bedroom two bath brick.
Priced very reasonable.
Call 753-6781.
BY OWNER white brick,
804 South 17th at
,Audubon. 2000 sq. ft., 3
bedrooms, 2 full baths.
den with fireplace, many
closets, 2 car garage,
fully landscaped, privacy
hedge, all city services,
Robertson School district.
Call 753-8132.
SEVEN ROOM' house- and
large lot on 3rd St. in




bedroom brick home. It/
baths, swimming pool.
Desirable, location.
Convenient to schools and
shopping. 'Call 753-2977.
  -- 
MOO-HERMITAGE 'Mace.
Home, 3100 square feet:
Gas heat. Call 753-4891
...Itlanor, white.
brick, 3rbedrooms. I large
bath. Well kept. '$24,000..
('all 753-0324 after 1 pin'
FOR SALE Honda SL-100.
Excellent condition.
Street legal. Call 753-6057,
or 753-6831.
1974 YAMAHA 80 $373.
Call 753-6000.
'41J 'Used tars & Plias
1968 MERCURY Montego
M. Station wagon, air
conditioned, power
steering and brakes. $650.
753-8407.
1974 CHEVROLET Custom
Deluie 10. Air con-
ditioned, power steering




FOR SALE OR Trade for
older car. 1092 Rally
Nova. 6 cylinder,
averages 25 m. g.
Phone 354-6691.
1968 BUICK Skylark. Real
nice. Call 436-5366.
1962 FORD Fairlane, V-8.
Easy on gas and doesn't
burn oil. Call 753-3608.
1973 OLDS Delta 88 Rayale.
Light gold, brown vinyl
top. Real nice. $3000. Call
753-3897.




1949 GMC school bus




- Several good-ttSed Truck
Campers. -Arrowithitt
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80E.




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, I•2 mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection.
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
527-.7807.
















Sears - seamless glitters
installed per your
specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for !re
estimate. .
EXPERIENCED PAIN.
'TER will do interior-Or
exterior work by the hour
or job 75341343.


















storm windows and doors,






David Benton, 753-7699 or
FOR YOUR bush hogging 753-0123,
and blade work, call 753-




repair service. Call 753-
5674.
ROY HARMON'S Car-












Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone




RACINE DRY carpet care.
'2 gallon cleans approx.
300 sq. ft. for $3.69.
Machine • rental is $2.00
KIRBY CARPET CARE - per day. When finished
cleans rugs of all kinds. In cleaning carpet, ready for
-lowsittesa, tofftear•inteV' immetthlttl'Ant'ittiteitart- •
institution. Rugs come Rentals, 802 N. 18th St.
clean by steam cleaning.. Murray, Ky.
Free estimates. 24 hour 
answering service, 504 LICENSED ELEC-
Maple, 753-0359. TRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job




World, 121 Bypass, 753-
4131.
WILL DO any and all types
of sewing, crewel, and
embroidery in, my home.







free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
WILL PICK blackberries,
$7.50 per gallon. To order
call 753-6573.
CUSTOM GARDEN work.
Contact Harold Moss 753-
5359 after 5 p.m. Work
guaranteed.
WINDOWS WASHED. I
.have my own tran-
sportation and equip- FREE KITTENS. Call 753-
ment. Call 753-5320. 6935 after 5 p.M.
54. Free Column
FREE: TWO female part
terrier puppies. 8 weeks






SEVEN FREE hilf beagle
and half bird dog, 6 week
old puppies. If interested
call 753-9350.
FREE 8 month old part
collie, part shepherd
puppy. Male, obedient






Where You Have A Choice...
of over 50 Different Colors.
A variety of 9 different bowl designs
Extra deep, Extra large, small ones, round
ones, square ones, ovals, shells,.even some
with soap dishes.
-undexcluswely a:
Thornton Tile & Marble
Where You Always Have A Choice




Eh Realtor Fred Bariwr
Purdem and Thurman Real I....tate
Opportunity
Knocks.. NoW!
In matters of finance,
timing is eitremely im-
portant. When it comes to
making a god real estate
investment if there was eser
a good time to bw, s that
time is NOW'
From all indication natmn-
with.. the real estate made,
has hottoMetr is es.
peeled to in the
remaining quarters of this
Year. The mortgage market
has turned around and
adequate funds are.
becoming. availlablc.. Mor-
tgage snterest rates have
become more favorable but
are not espected to drop
much below current leveK,
then are 'tweeted to ease
upviii'd again. The supph of
good housing vat* diminish
In the ne.xt 12 months as
housing starts are at a low
ebb and demand will
optrace arrent sOppls
When (Wu happens. pikes
always rise. Economists
agree that the cost of rens.
twig witi surge upvilard over
the nest three years
Real' estate has alwave
been a sound investment
and the best hedge against
inflation th value his:one/1h
increases taster than tit,
cost of living:. With all these
factors falling into Mace, it
there was ever a good tune
to buy or invest in real
estate - that time es NOW!
/There is anything we can •
de In help von in the fielded
real estate please phone or
drop in at PURDOM &
THURMAN! REM ESTATE.
Ur' 'Maple St., MurrAY.
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Bro. John Dale To
Speak Sunday At
Church. Of Christ
Two sermons on the subject,
"Take Ye Away the Stone,'' will
be preached by Bro. John Dale
at the 1440 a.m.,. and six p.m.
service on Sunday, July 6, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
The scripture from John
11:37-40 will be read by Nelson
Murdock at the morning service
and from I Corinthians 15:58 by
Steve Steele at the evening
service.
Morning prayers will be led
by D. E. Yates and Orien Smith,
and the evening prayers by
John Steele and Wilson Hughes.,
Presiding for The Lord's Supper
will-be Ned Mathis and -Kent
McCuiston.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
singing and Tommy Carraway
will make the announcements.
Serving on the Extension
Department will be James
Lamb, Leemon Nix, Edward
:Thomas, and Gene Roberts.
Joe Garland Herman
----Lassiter, William Gargus, Mark
Gough, Ted Howard, Drier
Smith, Leon Adams, and Jerry
Howard will be serving The




The West Fork Baptist
Churrh, located west of Stella
on Highway 121, Mayfield Road.
will hold its annual Vacation
Bible School starting Monday,
July 7, and continuing through
Friday. dilly 11.
Classes for ages, three
through seventeen, will be held
from nine a. fi1. to twelve noon
each morning.
Rev. Jerry Lee, church
pastor, invites all persons in the
community to attend and tc call
him at 753-7343 foe tran-
sportation.
Rev. Wayne Todd Now Interim
Pastor Of First, Baptist Church
Rev. Wayne E. Todd of Nash-
ville, Tenn., has been named as
interim pastor of the First
Baptist Church. He previously.
served in this place of service
from August 1, 1971, to August
20, 1972.
For the past several years
Bro. Todd has served as
Rev. Wayne E. Todd
secretary of the Church Library
Services of the Sunday School
Board in Nashville, Tenn. AThose counting the con- native of Mississippi, hetributions during July wi1FbereeWed the Bachelor of ArtsStafford Curd, Joe Parker, degree from MississippiGene Paul King, Bryant Mc- College, Clinton, and theClure, Richard Duke, Charles Bachelor of Theology degreeHumphreys, Max Farley, from Southern BaptistRudolph Thurman, Joe Theological Seminary,Garland, David Wright, Russell Louisville.
Curd. and Floyd Garland. Rev. Todd will be the speakerVolunteer nursery workers at both the 11145 a. m. and sevenfor July will be Toni Bohannon, p: m. services on Sunday, JulyJean Wilson, *341„pw,....44 -111e. ifturnizirHilda McKenzie, services will carry a patrioticSherri Thomas, and Donna theme throughout with theSwatzell. pledges to the American flag
and Christian 'flag being given.
ecial music will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by W.
Rudolph Howard, minister of
music. The morning selection





east of Murray off Highway 94,
will hold worship services on
_July 6, ..at nine a. in.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m.
Rev. W. Edd Glover will be
the speaker and his subject will
be "The Evasion of Respon-
sibility Never" with scripture
from Luke 12:48.
Republic" and the evening
selection, "In The Garden."
Owen Billington, deacon of
the week, Bro. G. T. Moody,
minister of education, and Bro.
Edward T. Walsh, minister of
zouth, will assist in the ser-
vices.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. and Bible Study will be at
six p. m. The deacons will meet
at eight p. m. Sunday.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr. and
Mrs. Ron Wright, Mrs. Don
Alley, Mrs. Steve Andrus, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Holland, Mrs.
Bobby Malone, Miss Kay





Rev. William M. Porter of the
United Campus Ministry will be
the guest speaker at the 10:45 a.
m. services on Sunday, July 6,
at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main Streets,
Murray.
"Theology of Failure" will be
the subject of the sermon with
the scripture reading from Job
1:1-5 and Matthew 5:38-48.
Carl Mowery will direct the
song service and Cindy Hart-
well is organist.
Church School will be held at
9:30 a. m. The nursery will be
open.
CrilTresZa."Miity rat nine a.
m. a clean up day for the
Sunday School rooms will be
held and all interested persons
are urged to attend. This will be
cleaning in preparation for the
Vacation Bible School.
Bible Institute To
Be By Faith Church
A Bible Institute will begin at
the Faith ,Baptist Church on
Wednesday, July 9, and con-
t,inue through Saturday, July 12,
with services each night at 7:30.
Speakers will be Bro. Kenneth
Todd, Wednesday, Bro. John
Hardie, Thursday, Bro. James
Rhodes, Friday, and Bro. Jerry
Raley, Saturday.
The pastor, Bro. J. D. Kim-
bro, and the church invite the
public to attend these services.
Closed Friday and Saturday




















25% to 50% off
1/2 price





All Sales Cash and Final
No Exchanges or Refunds
ALTERATIONS EX
2)ers
The Store for Men
Your Authorized Botany SOO Dealer
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hours: Mon-Thurs. lo-e, Fri. 10-9,
Dr. David Roos To
Speak At First
Christian Church
"God Vs. Caesar" will be the. 
subjectof the sermon by Dr.
David Roos, minister of the
First Christian Church, at the
10746 a. m. services on Sunday,
July 6. His scripture will be
from Mark 12:17.
Ken Kellar will be worship
leader and Mark Austin will be •
the candlelighter.
Elders serving will be Walt
Apperson and Johnny Reagan.
Henry Fulton, Terry Canupp, B.
D. Hall, John Ford Hall,
Coleman McKeel, Dan McKeel,
and Steve Shaw will be serving
as deacons.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. McKeel and Mr. and Mrs.
Linville Yates.
The youth groups, Others and
God Squad, will meet at six p.





Dr. T. A. Thacker, former
pastor of the Memorial Baptist
Church, Tenth and Main
Streets, Murray, will be the
guest speaker at the morning
worship on Sunday, July 6, at
10:50 a. m. at the church.
The minister now serving the
Midlane Park Baptist Church,
Louisville, is vacationing in the
lake area this week. He was
pastor of Memorial from 1957 to
.'1?Beyand the Ordinary" with





By The Assoclatd Press
sanitatioru-nen in New York
City are back on the job after a
thee-day wildcat strike, and in
Pennsylvania negotiators for
46,000 state employes have
reached an agreement on a
new contract, apparently end-
ing a four-day walkout. ,
The 4,300 sanitationmen
worked overtime opt the Fourth
of July to collect an estimate()
50,000 tons of garbage that lit-
tered the streets.
In Harrisburg, Pa:, a union
spokesman said a two-year con-
tract was reached with the
Commonwealth Friday which
gives most of the 120,000 state
employes a 12 per cent pay in-
crease spread out over the next
24 months.
The state employes walked
off their jobs on Monday in
hopes of improving on the
state's initial 3.5 per cent, one-
year wage package. The walk-
out halted most of the state's




Waterbug . • • (c
mud in back pushing, we finally
made it up the bank.
But the boat still was sitting
on the trailer, in about six in-
ches of water, and we were a
long way from home.
By now the road from there to
home was getting pretty
familiar. It seemed like an old
friend as we made our way back
to Murray.
The brother-in-law happened
to well-prepared in the way of
rescue vehicles; he's used to my
predicaments by now; so we
went to the shop and latched
onto a hauler-type truck with a
winch on it that he assured me
would move half of Calloway
County.
Well 
We took my truck and his
hauler and again returned to the
scene of the latest chapter,
backed the hauler down the hill
about halfway, and secured the
cable onto the boat trailer.
The boat was about half way
up the hill when it became




Dr. James E. Fisher,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak on
the subject, "All The People,"
at the 8:45 and 10:50 a. m.
services on Sunday, July 6, at
the church.
Holy Communion will be
served at the 10:50 services.
The Chancel Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan with Mrs. Richard
Farrell ot pc.scla w4.1.1.1jag
-the-giffiern, "Sine Nomme."
Michael Henry will sing a
solo, "150th Psalm," at the 8:45pastor, Rev. Lawson Williams,
Tommy Wilkins will direct who alopg with TonyScott, 
services.
the song service at die morning music director, and twenty- The Senior and Junior United
_service with Mrs. Tommy seven, other persons from the 
Methodist Youth Fellowship
:Wilkins as organist and Miss church, are attending the Youth 
groups will meet Sunday at 5:30
Diane Wilkins as pianist. Conference at Ridgecrest p. m. and supper will be at
Baptist Assembly, North ' seven P' m'Guy Cunningham, deacon of
the 'week, will assist in the Carolina, this week. 
Teachers for the Vacation
services. . The Adult Choir, directed by Bible School will meet Monday.
Rev. Jerrell White, church Rude!! Parks with Mrs. Tommy 
--July 7, at 7:30 p. m. in the
church parlor.pastor, will speak at the seven Scott at the piano and Mrs.
p. m. 'services with special James Neale at the organ, will
music by Bro. Ron Hampton, sing at the morning, Services.
minister of music. The or- Ronnie Walker will serve as
dinance of The Lord's Supper deacon of the week. Nursery
will be observed at the evening workers are Mr. and Mrs.
worship. Dwayne ,Bury Mrs. Edwin_ 
Sunday School will be 940 a: Vance, Mrs. Mildred Harrison,
m. with Hayden Rickman as and Mrs. Betty McKinney.
director and Church Training Raymond Crowford will be in
will be at six p. m. with Rz.ndy charge of the radio program at
Grogan as director. eight a. m. Sunday.
Bro. Mike Robertson,
Campus Minister for the Baptist
Student Center at Murray State
Univewity, will be the speaker
at the eleven a. m. and 7:15 p.
m. services on Sunday, July 6,
at the Sinking Spring Baptist
_ 
The campus minister will be
speaking in the absence of the
Vacation Bible School Planned
At Calvary Temple Church Here
The Calvary Temple First
Pentestocal Church of God, U.
S. Highway 641 South, will have
its Vacation Bible School
startini Monday, July 14, and
continuing through Friday, July
18, with classes to be held from
nine a.m, to twelve noon each
morning.
"Jesus Touch Me" will be the
theme of the class, according to
Mrs. Linda Stalls, director.
-Classes will be from baby
nursery through adults.
Workers and teachers are as
follows:
Miss Donna Barger and Miss
Karen Peal, baby nursery.
Mrs. Patricia Balentine and
Mrs. A.va Peal, nursery. - - •
Miss Barbara Pace and Mrs.
Rita Peal, beginners.'
Mrs. Arlene Wallace and Mrs.
Rost,mary Hutchens,
primaries.
Mrs. Louise Clendenen and
Miss Theresa Barger, middlers.
Mrs. Pam Tipton and Miss
Mary Pace, juniors.
Mrs. Jean Barger and Roger
Wallace, youth.
Mrs. Christine Geerdes,
missions leader, Mrs. Debbie
Clendenen, devotional and song
leader, Stacey Stalls, pianist.
Mrs. Betty Ross, Mrs. Genera
Wanger, and Mrs. Mary Jane
Milton, special crafts.
Mrs. Mannetta Pace, refresh-
ments,' Wendell Pace,
recreation, and Miss Pat
Mitchuson, publicity and
--registration:---- -
Rev. Paul Wariger, potor,
invites the public to attend the





, Was a .wa
Pao leff
ontinued from Page 1)
further up to continue winching.
Needless to say, the hauler
had found it a home halfway
down that bank, and would not
move on the slippery, muddy,
hillsida. •
This time, I got on the
receiving end of the mud-
slinging orid began to push in an
attempt to get the truck up the
hill.
Again in the interest of
brevity, we'll continue, even
though that's a story in itself.
Finally, the boat was up the
hillside, and latched onto my
pickup. We-were all set to head
for home.
However...
The hauler wouldn't start. No
big problem, just another in a
series of small ones. We pushed
it just enough to get it started,
and proceeded on.
I looked back in my rear view
mirror, and noticed the boat
bouncing somewhat more than
it should be. I suddenly
remembered that I hadn't tied it
down, so I stopped the truck and
got out to do so. -
Things being the way they
were, something told me
everything was going too
smoothly. It was.
The tie-down chains that hold
the boat to the trailer were
missing. They had come off
during the night's escapades
and were nowhere to be found.
Okay, I said, lots of people
haul boats this size on trailers
with nothing more than the
winch-rope on the front, so I'll
take it easy and do the same.
I went to the front of the




Dr. Wayne Sheeks, chairman
of the Department of
Philosophy at Murray State
University, has in recent
months published two 'essays
dealing with the philosophy of
Plato.
His essay entitled "Isocrates,
Plato and Xenophon against the
Sophists" appears in the 1975
summer issue of "The Per-
sonalist," an international
review of philosophy published
at the University of Southern
California, Los Angeles.
"Plato and the Poets" was the
title of an essay by Sheeks in the
May-June issue of the
"American Rationalist." That
essay is a reprint of a work
originally published in
"Milesian Fragments" in 1972.
Sheeks, a member of the
faculty at Murray State since






"The Evasion of Respon-
sibility Never" will be the
subject of the sermon by Rev.
W. Edd Glover at the eleverf a.
m. services on Sunday,. July 6,
at the North Pleasant GroveanQ lock the ,YKiliOlt. ALL boMFALnit5siaell ,...Pilegbleternilt-•-- —
down on the handle of the winch, Church. His scripture will be
the rope broke. from Luke 12:48.
The story's just about over,
nothing else happened, but that
.was enough.
We made it home without
further 'incident, and the boat
and trailer, muddy to be sure,
are none the worse for the ex-
perience. to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones.
That's just in case anyone's Revival services will be held
interested when the For Sale at the church starting Sunday.
sign goes up. July 20.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
nit with evening worship at
seven p. m. Services on Wed-
nesday will also be at seven p.
m.
Greeters Sunday morning will
We wish to thank everyone in Murray and surrounding areas,students and faculty for our "7 years of Success in Business"
* Special Menu*•Mon. Ribeyed $ 1 59
Tues. Gr. Sirloin $ 49
Wed. & Thurs. Sirloin $i"
Fri.-Sat.-Sun. . . New York Strip $279
Everyday T-Bone $2"
Come Try Our New Addition!!
.OPEN SALAD BAR






1 UNIT AND PRE-ENGINEERED
ADJUSTABLE METAL
DUCT SYkTEM. WILL COOL UP
TO 12x70-FT. MOBILE HOME
• Pre-charged with refrigerant
• Unit mounts outside - doesn't
steal valuable inside space
• Easy to follow instructions
saves'installation cOsts
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Wife's Calls to Beau Via
Neighbor's Phone a
Bad Connection
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: What wotild you do if you found out afteryour husband's illness and death, and 40 years of marriagethat he had been unfaithful for the last 15 years? There were
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 4 Latin
conjunction1 Attitudes 5 Infantryman6 Squalor-ridden 5 Begin
district 7 Be defeated11 Vegetable 8 Employ12 Hurled 9 Manuscript14 Singing voice (abbr.)15 Rent 10 Calm
4 41p4an4fTlf or capital
trap-fabbr 1/1 EurOp_ -18
"river- 13 Sediment19 Worship 16 Vast ages 420 insect 19 Book of maps21 Suffix pertain- 20 Bundlesing to 22 Rock
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WE'RE OFF IN THE
TWENTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL
POWDER PUFF DERBY!!
several women, but he saw one steadily.
It we:. hard enough to take his death, but then I
discovered among his office effects letters and pictures and
even an accounting of the money he had spent on them
1..partment rent, furMuire and nersonal items, which he
couldn't 'afford).
I sat at home and made.my own clothes and draperies to
save money. Now I have to use the insurance money he left
to pay notes covering money he had borrowed during that
time.
He was supposedly a competent businessman, weL-tiked
in the community, and he never missed church. His children
land grandchildren) idolized him.
On the nights when he'd come home late, he lied so
convincingly that I never suspected a thing.
I'm trying to overcome my resentment, but it's hard. I
loved him so. My nerves are shot. Maybe a psychiatrist
would help. What would you do?
ACHING
DEAR ACHING: I would get professional zip to resolve
my feelings of resentment and betrayal. (p.s,. This letter _
should serve *5 a warning to all who read this column:
Should you not live until next Monday, if you have letters,
pictures or other damaging evidence hidden away, destroy
it NOW!)
DEAR ABBY: The man next door is a very nice person,
but his wife is something else.
Lately, she has been coming over here to use my
telephone because she doesn't want her husband to hear her
talking. She calls up her boyfriend and talks love talk
anywhere from 30 minutes to an hour while I watch her
3-year-old son. It is sickening the way she carries on behind
her husband's back.
I don't feel right looking after her child while a married
woman with a perfectly wonderful and trusting husband is
scheming and plotting with another man on my telephone.
How can I tactfully tell her to please quit coming over
here to use my phone for such immoral purposes?
HER NEIGHBOR
DEAR NEIGHBOR: Tell her in English. And don't
mince any words.
DEAR ABBY: Now that I am a man in my 70s, I am the
object of some belittling remarks concerning my virility—or
the lack of it, from younger men.
I can't complain, having been guilty of the same thing
when I was younger.
I recall having once told a newly married senior citizen (as
a "joke." of course) that I doubted his ability to satisfy his
young wife. Hq replied, "You wouldn't want to bet your wife
on it, would you?"
I replied, "You mean my LIFE, don't you?"
"No," he shot back, "I mean your WIFE!"
-,.,-Reelicsing-ses•S, he meent4e-keyrirrerrrnottrh- gluatii•mi404--- •
never made a remark like that again.
SR. CITIZEN IN ALA.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours" For A personalreply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L. et., Calif. 90069.Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose along, self-addressed, stamped (20t) envelope.
FORGOT THE MAPS, SIR!-
I FOR6OT THE STOP WATCH! I
FOR60T THE SANDWICHES! I
FOR6OT MY TOOTHBRUSH! I





DO E5 T MEAN YOU'RE
A SETTER MAN TI4AN
AM2 NO, IT ON L.,' MEAN5
YOLI PLAYED A &COD ROUND









I FORGOT 12) LEAVE
qati HOME, MARCIE!
0,NEN HE WON LAST WEEK,









"Here's How It Works"1. First 
payment start*45 days from dare ofpurchase.
1. 3 Payments 30 days apait.3. No down payment 
required.
4. 
Extended terms available.S. IOS Days same as C.ash.
VS USDA GRADE A
FRYING10 lbs. CHICKENS
For The First 25 Customers Opening a New Account
CHOOSE FROM!
U. S. D. A. INSPECTED
CALL: 753-0020 or 753:0021
YOUR-CHOICE FOR '90
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TOTAL— 190116k On 6
AVER.WEIT. tie to 250 LBS.
,e4nmennine.s..440.444401111Minii.",
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to the first 25 Customers
placing a half beef order
69
USE OUR BUDGET PLAN
▪ 0 beef sold hastaing weight,
saluott to totting sad tree loss
• beef cot free alligitts evellsble
ime particular broad of bee implied
Tu.(' SH() Amiss
Purr 1111W Of 441 Nide
1 MART OTHER ORDERS QaC Per Si 59TO CHOOSE FROM 07 lb To 1 Per Lb Call Today For Appointment
GUARANTEE
Civo;:on feed for finde(ne;s
and flavor If you ore not corn
plefely satisfied return and
youz_A, purchase; w,11 be






Monday through Friday 10 fit 8
Saturday 10 til 5
PHONE 753-0020 ir 753-0021
Located on vliTet641-181urray and Hazel
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Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.
Murray Home & Auto
The Store tor the
Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's Bear*
Qualified Bear Archery Service
Pilaw 1531511 thaw St
0
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
&I C air Mar a is.
,------Tennis-Department a. •••••••a-••-41, •







Located W. Railroad Avenue






Takes You To where The Action Is






▪ *Tune-up While The
Fishing is Slow
Hwy 94f Murray, Ky.
Happy Hliday Travel,
Inc
Take 94 East out of Murray -2 miles - Turn on 280.- Follow 280past Bonner's Grocery (approx. 7"2 miles) Take blacktop in-'to panorama and follow blacktop to your right - "Wernay b -hard to locate but It's well worth ybur FEFORT"
(Jrayson-McClure 4tid tioii7Gfctiure
Panorama Shores, My. (m.A.L541/36_
f )1 I lit I( )1i I (11(1. o, so so evid% illsinitt wed io the; I  fs. 1,0,1111 11 .111.14.1111'r, 11/101'111M ail' 11'11.1111N Itl alf• 4.111 Ill 111....1 S.
Weigh-in Station - Hugh Massey looks on with concern
as his bass are weighed in during the BCA Tournament.
Massey mustered up 52 lbs. 9 ozs. of bass to place third.
"Unbelievable Catches" Caught
During RCA Tournament
Aurora, Ky. - One hundred
twenty-two fishermen did their
thing this past weekend at the
Bass Caster's Association
--wevrettti3'.,13 ark? er Laker"
As I pause here at the old
typewriter and think back on
the past week there have been a
lot of things that made my week
a little brighter.
There must have been at least
a dozen folks or so who said
some very nice things about the
four wheeling column. I have
never laid claim to being much
of a writer and my typing
ability is in the tradition of
Columbus - first of all you
discover it and then you land on
it. I do like four wheeling and I
appreciate the opportunity to
share it with those of you who
read this column.
Anyway, thanks for the en-
couragement. It makes facing
this typewriter a little bit easier
on the far side of midnight. I am
constantly amazed at some of
the devoted readers of this
colufnn because I know for a
fact that some of them couldn't
tell the difference between a
crescent wrench and a four
barrel carburetor if they had to.
If you like four wheeling, then
more-power to you because we
like it too.
Even though yoit may never
own a four wheel drive rig and
never get to ride any of Those
slippery, steep, scary-old rutted
out roads illtkiy.. booiardookung
are"rnoreThan welcome to share
those experiences.
I .met a nice young lady in
Tournament. They did it very
well producing almost un-
believable catches.





the other day who
to mention that she
column each week.
Her husband had just recently
bought a four wheel drive truck
and this was sufficient reason
for a conversation over a cup of
coffee. She asked the question
"What's • with four wheeling
anyway? Is it just another
fad?"
Can you answer that
question" Being a four wheeler
for 'urapteen'.' maw years and
being somewhat astonished
Myself at the sudden surge of
popularity that four wheeling is
Lindsey's Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
, will meet your needs. Come
in And tee Init. line of -
Seiko watches .
141. kbatr4141e 753 TUC
the Sportsman's Restaurant
and Bait Shop on Rend Lake,
Illinois, produced a record
winning B. C. A. first place total
of 56 lbs. 7 ozs.
Mason, the first day of the
tournament, caught 10 bass
weighing 43 lbs. 3 ozs. and his
boat partner, Ronnie Dotson of
Cadiz, Kentucky had 10 bass
limit weighing 38 lbs. 3 ozs.
giving them a total of 81 lbs. 11
ozs. for their combined first
day's catch. Dotson finished out
the tournament with 47 lbs. 5
ozs. placing fourth in the final
standings.
Carl Marschke of In-
dianapolis" Indiana come tid
strong the second day of the
tournament to end up with a 56
lbs. 5 ozs. total trailing Mason
by only 2 ozs. in second place.
Hugh Massey of Murray,
Kentucky putting together two
consistent stringers of 20 lbs.
plus ended up with a grand total
of 52 Its. 9 ozs. which was good
for third place. Massey placed
second in last year's tour-
nament.
Russell Curd, also of Murray,
Kentucky, finished fifth with a
total of 40 lbs. 13 oz. and Ronald
Colbert of Mayfield, Kentucky,
boated an 8 lbs. 1 oz. hags the
first day of the tournament to
gain big bass-honors. - •
NIqst all of the fish caught by
enjoying, I gave the matter
quite a bit of thought. Why does
a normal, sane human being lay
out five thousand dollars or so
for a nice shiny new four wheel
drive rig and then do his dead
level best to drive it places that
would tear upan anvil?
Why in the world would
anyone get deliberately covered
with dust and dirt and mud just
for fun? How could anyone be so
foolish Lis to work like a slave
cleaning and. shining and
polishing on a rig all week when
inevitably its going to get
muddier than ever that same
weekend?
Who in their right mind would
..get in an open Jeep and drive
over one hundred miles in an
afternoon just to get to play in
some sand dunes on the banks of
the Mississippi River? What's
With fourwheeling? Is it just a
fad?
Will fourwheeling blossom
forth and then die as did the
hula hoop, the go-kart, and the
fuzzy stuff we used to put
around the rear view mirrors of
our cars. (fender skirts,
mudflinis, 3/4 cams, and lake
plugs also included )7 I refuse to
believe that four wheeling is
just a fad. There are sowe
clouds on the horizon but the
sound' bedrock oi the four
Illinois, 23-7
19. Larry Seatpan, Blue
Springs, Missouri, 23-1
20. John .Skellion, Paducah,
Kentucky, 22-4
21. Charles Moorhead,
Paducah, Kentucky, and Don




24. Don Strader, Cadiz,
Kentucky, 20-1
25. Jerry Verbeck, Carlyle,
lllinois, 19-14
26. Eugene Castle, Seymour,
Indiana, 19-11
27. Ronald Anderson, Cadiz,
Kentucky, 19-9
28. John Hershman, Jr.,
Bloomington, Indiana, 17-14




Champion . . $1500 Cashif Bass Boat and
Trailer
rd 81000 Cash & 8500 Merchandise
3rd $600 Cash & $200 Merchandise
4th $500 Cash & $100 Merchandise






l th-141   $16111Cash
16th-20th 1125 Cash
21st-30th Free amity to Neat BCA
Tournament
Big Bass First Day 
Big Bass Second Day $188 Cash
BM Bass of Tournament $500 Merchandise
the top five place finishers were
caught by purple worms fishing
the drop offs from about 8 to 15
ft. of water, and all reported
that they probably lost at least
as many fish as they caught.
Mason, with his first place
finish, gained a berth in the B.
C. A. Grand National Bass
Tournament to be held on a
secret lake in October. In ad-
dition to this, he won first place
money and a new bass boat and
trailer.
Eugene Castle of Seymour,
Indiana received the Joe Jacobs
Memorial Sportsmanship
Award in recognition of the
_outstanding sportsmanship
during the tournament, and
Dave Monroe of Dearborn,
Michigan was presented the
Voyagers Trophy as the con-
testant traveling the greatest
distance to attend the tour-
nament.
The next B. C. A. National
Bass Tournament will be held
on Stocldon Lake in Missouri.
Entry blanks and information
maybe obtained from Bass
Caster's Association, P. 07 Box
888, Mattoon, IL 61938 or by
calling 217-234-4344.
The remainder of the top 30
contestants receiving trophies
and prizes along with their
hometowns and weight totals
are as follows:
6. Wayne Alley, Paducah,
Kentucky, 40-2
7. Clyde ikatts, Paducah,
Kentucky, 40-1
8. Dave Carroll-Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, 35-5
9. Shorty Evans, Houston,
Missouri, 34-10
10. Billy Phillips, Jackson,
Tennessee, 34-8
11. Jerry Crowell, O'Fallon,
lllinois, 33-2




14. Frank Bryan, Effingham,
Illinois, 28-7
15. Ronald Colbert, Mayfield,
Kentucky, 27-3
16. Theo Avlos, Stockton,
Missouri, and Virgil Harris,
Centralia, Illinois, ( tie), 27-0





BASS TOURNMANET W1NNERS-Last weekend's Bass Casters Association tournament
produced the heaviest winning stringer of bass in BCA's seven year history. Holding theirtrophies and plaques are (top, left to right), Bob Mason, former president of BCA, and residentof Royalton, Ill. top man with a total of 56 lbs. 7 oz.; Carl Marchke, Bloomington, Ind. who clin-ched second place; Hugh (Legs) Massey of Murray, Ky. who placed third. (Bottom, left to right)
Ron Dotson of Cadiz, Ky., fourth place winner and Russell Curd, Murray, Kentucky, fifth place
winner; First Day Big Bass and Biggest flass of Tournament winner (8 lbs. 1 oz.) plaque went to
Ronald Colbert of Mayfield, Ky. and Second Day Big Bass.(6 lbs. 14 oz.) plaque went to Wayne
Alley of Paducah, Ky.
wheeler will hold firr-1.,
Many four wheel drives use
lots of gas but economical four
wheel drives can be built. Back
in 1941 the original Jeep got
over twenty miles per gallon.
Well meaning but unseeing
public officials will continue to
close public lands to avoid
problems rather than solve
them but that too will change
when the will of the public
makes itself felt.
Stay in there TVA. We're
proud that you have tried to
work_with people rather than
around them. Irresponsibility is
a curse of any sport, be it
hunting, fishing,, hiking, or four
wheeling. Such people must be
taught to do better.
What's with four wheeling?
Four wheeling is WITH
F APAIMES. One --af -the
aspects of four wheeling is the
fact that it is a family affair.
The family is the keystone of the
, American way of life and don't
you ever, ever overlook this
fact, my friends. When the
concept of family goes, we will
all go overboard. Most of the
problems in our society today
can be traced to the breakdown
of the family life as it used to be.
Families need to be together
and do things together. Four
wheeling is one way to do this.
Four Wheeling is WITH
FRIENDS. It doesn't matter
whether you dig ditches for a
living or yob are a $100,000 a
year irfdustry big wheel. Out
past where the road ends you
are both 'four wheelers. A
stranger_ in a fourwheel drive
rig is a friend to be made. The
unwritten codes of the pioneers
• i/ ‘/, - Dwain Taylor Chevroletfl ,.I, II ;11 right
 owytidii 7537617
like help one another and stand
up for what you believe still
exist in fourwheeler territory.
Four wheeling is' WITH
RESPECT. Merle Haggard
wrote a tune called "You're
Waling On The Fighting Side
Of Me." It mentions Old Glory
waving down at the courthouse.
You may not actually see the
flag flying but just try bad-
Mouthing Old Glory in a bunch
of fourwheelers and you might
get the impression that a
GUMBO MUDDER had just run
astraddle of your jawbone.
Although all four wheelers
don't always act in, view of
eternity most of them are
pretty well convinced of it. You
just can't be exposed to this
much grandeur of nature and
think that these -Things jost
'-nappetted ". • M est - - four- -
wheelers occasionally take time
to talk to the "MAN UP-
STAIRS" and Bibles have been
known to be found4n Jeep glove
boxes. That woman who got the
Bible out of the classrooms and
who is trying to get the
astronauts scolded for reading
it may get uptight about this but
I have the feeling that her type
won't be very welcome at a four
wheeler campfire anyway.
Four Wheeling is WITH
LEISURE. Most fourwheelers
are hard workers. They have
succeeded in this rat race we
call civilization and they have
learned how to relax. It is
amazing how much one or two
afternoons a month can help to
refresh a tired mind and body.
Most folks would probably get
an ulcer from a four wheeling
trip but this challenge or ad-
venture or whatever actually is
a tonic to most four wheelers.
Imagine if you will, a
flickering campfire in the midst
of a large grove of trees. The
cooling night breeze whispers
softly. A bullfrog croaks from
deep in the shadows and the
faint hoot of an owl comes to
oar. Your stool is a piece of log
sawed about two feet long and
your plate is paper and your
fork is made of plastic. Your
clothing is a pair of cutoff blue
jeans and a T shirt with a
Hutson fertilizer cap perched on
top of your head. Your back rest
is a four year old Jeep and the
table on which you place your
Pepsi Cola is a Coleman ice
chest about as old as the Jeep.
That young lady beside you who
is Your waitress is 'also your
wife and dm-little share sttting
on the other side is your son who
is about the same age as the
Jeep.
Strange because a mere two
nights before you and your wife
all decked out in your finest had
been ushered into that revolving
restaurant twenty five stories
high looking down on the Ohio
River, your chair had been
luxurious velvet and the carpet
was a foot thick. The table cloth
and setting had been the very
finest and the steak you ordered
was cooked to perfection. The
serivice was superb and the
atmosphere was absolutely
elegant as the orchestra played
softly.
You take your pick. I've made
mine. I wonder What those
youngsters did with my Hutson





































































































































































































Did you .ever wonder about
the origin of the fishhook. that
xiagle most - important item in
sour tackle box? Chances are,
like most of us. .you just take
hooks for granted. You icoaddn
if you had to chip every one out
of bone or shell, or carve it from
wood. The development of the
modern fishhook was a gradual
process carried out over a period
spanning several thousand years.
The earliest hooks were short
lengths of bone, stone or .wood
sharpened to u point on both en-
ds. line was tied near the 'cen-
ter. and the primitive hook,
called a "gorge". was then
buried inside a bait. When a fish
swallowed the bait, the line was
jerked tight and the gorge
(hopefully) set crosswise inside-
its mouth, throat or stomach.
South Sea Island fishermen
developed similar hooks 'from...
bone, shell and stone, and even-
-- •tually discovered that a notched -
barb toward the point improved
holding qualities..
Next...came-1W double hook.* style good for fly tying. smaller if you're fishing for thembent in the middle and curved on
The • Sprott' has a modified as trotline bait for flatheadboth ends, but without barbs. round bent and a speor point, cats. Hooks for trout an varyThese were used by the Epp- s
and _is widelr used. _Aar Jwiith,..iwinas,;•„imaismiowitekcoksfeaeum,,tinsoteeateeed..40:0011• ytears-retyr - d
for •tying 1 k ding upon the bait thes are used
with. but for rain boos in th'e-l_
Blue or Illinois, when natural
bait is used, stick to short -
shanked. light wire hooks in
sixes 8 to 12.
Finally. about 3.0(X) years aga
some bright.worm fisherman ad-
ded a_ barb, and we had a hook
very similar to the one we
today.
It was in the 15th Century
that fishhooks were first made
on a large scale. This occurred in
England. and the secrets of their.
manufacture were spread to :Nor-
way and Sweden. Today they are
made in England. :Norway, Ger-
man's. Prance, Belgium. Japan
and the Inited States.
Modern hooks vary greatly in
size. design .and construction of
the point, shank, bend and eye.
Short-shanked hooks are used
:for tying short-bodied flies and
are also used with such baits as
salmon eggs. where it is im-
portant that the entire hook be
buried.
Long-shanked hooks are com-
monly used in the tying of
streamers and bucktails. and in
bait fishing for species which
tend to swallow the bait (catfish.
bassi or have sharp teeth
(walleye) u•hich could cot
through leader material.
Hook shanks may he straight
and of even thickness
Ihruaghout their lengths or. as in
the case of dry fly hooks, may be
tapered to reduce weight. Shanks
mas also have humps to keep
them from turning inside such
fixed.7hooklures as poppers.
Hook points vary in design.
too. The spear point. commonly
used, exhibits a straight line
from point to barb. It is a good
hook for fish with &lid mouths.














those with straight points. Still, plated type. are popular with
such a hook is extremely dif- Oklahoma fishermen who like to
limit for a fish 16 thiiiii"Cit-Ce it 'ttse ball; of olOti.gh bait and
has penetrated past the barb.
This is the style that we often see
already packaged in sets of six.
with leader material attached.
and it is used widely by bait
fishermen.
The eye of a hook may be
ball, tapered. looped or needle'
shaped. with the ball shape the
most common. Eyes may also be,
turned up ots down to make it
easier to attach leader or tie the
fly dressing.
Let's look at some of the more
popular patterns of hooks in use
today. One is the Viking or
Model Perfect. a wide gap.
hollow point. turned-down eve
"0110 0.110 .111:01.









.4h old Irish design used for
such hardmouthed. large .fiseas
bass. walleyes. pike and muskies
is the Limrick. This hook has a
halfrround bend and straight
point aridjs_racule of hears- wire.
If you're looking for a hook to
use in light tackle angling for
small fish. especailly when it 'is
important to keep a delicate or
natural bait alive, (-winder the
.4berdeen pattern. It • has an
almost round bend, wide gap.








other such preparations for cat-
fish. While there is little doubt as
to their effectiveness and holding
qualities once lodged deep in a
fish's throat, their small size and
short shank often make ex-
traction difficult.
This matter of hook size is an
important one. Most beginning
anglers give it little attention.
and normally start off with
,hooks that are too large for the
fish they are seeking. With some
of our Oklahoma species in
mind, let's explore what has
worked well in the past.
For sunfish, stick to the
smaller sizes. 8 or 10. . . even
SNACK LIMERICK EPROM'
Crappie have rather large.
soft mouths. awl -si;.e..,6 gold-
plated !was work well on them
when miflnifle. are ihe bait.
The same size hook in a slightly
suffer ̀ teir'; is good for white
bass: Largemouths are readily
taken on a multitude of, hooks in
sizes from 6 to 410. depending








. The Carlisle pattern is
popular choice where its long
shank permits hooking and
holding large worms or strips of
rut baith. .4 similar design
useful for the same porpoises is
the Sneck. This hook is easily
recognized by its square bend.
There are more styles, some
particularly- suited for large. salt -
Hater species. such as shark.
tuna, marlin. etc. that have litllv•
amlication here in Oklahoma
and do not rate further
discussion. 11








it thinner. arid more shallots.  It
penetrates well and Is a good
choice on fish with soft mouths.
4' needlepoint -hook penetrates
quickly and deeply. This type.
uniformly round from tip' Si,
barb. may break .or bend if it is
not properlYtnade and tempered.
,Ilooks 'haring rolled-in points
that resemble a claw or felon
take a swallow bite and do -nut











SHANE lour choice in hooks should be





hook used in fishing crayfish
and large .shiners Itatalt1 he
Medium weight so as not to
kill the bolt, and somewhat
smaller than the big I/0 so
popular in fishing the plastic
11111771.
Since the larg,emouth has it
-hard nerunh.. a stiff wire hook is
preferable to one , that bends
easily. Striped bass also hate
rather tart( mouths and are
prune to make !wig; poWerlial
runs that can straighten inot thin
wire hooks. Stick to the heftier
-franks- 41 ihe,4P fish. in. sizes 1 1,,
SRAM
ARSOSHABNEKD =ma
spoons and ;dohs. some in on
assortment of sizes. too. 'dust of
these ore plated With gold.
,,aickel. or um* other alloy too
resist cortrion and provide an
extra entidng flash for fiSh
troiction. Some hooks 'hare an
enamel or ..... tied- .finisb.
while xtill others arc blued.
Treble hooks in the smaller
sixes (8-101. especialts• .the go/al-
BUCKS BODYSHOP
Though there is no such thing
as an all-rownd hook suitable for
every species and the many dif-
ferent ways of anghIng. .11111 can
catch your share if you cohsider
three things when making rt,
diorite ond remember`one rriO*re,
the fish's mouth. the Aloe of hair:
used unit the size-4 the fish
sought.
Mostly attaching to spinners. The intim-Hunt :thing to
4member is, arm- vim 1' tin often
catch large fish with ant sill-
IuHs. hut seldom r:atch1. small
fish with large -hooks. If all of
this gets too complicate& make
%morsel( ii bone fish -gElfge and
keep whittling the ends ohm n
ant kys shirt lutulon. ein!
—Text and illustrations
Reprinted from Outdoor Oklahoma
Get off the ground to get it
down!
Many newcomers to the sport
of bowhunting fall into a well
laid trap that many others have
fallen into before them. These
newcomers, and some of the old
hands, seem to forget that In
order to be able to shoot well
from an elevated position or
tree stand one must practice
shooting from the elevated
position. Sounds simple doesn't
it? But many hunters forget
that shooting at ground level
targets while on the ground is
quite another number when
compared to a ground level
target shot at fromitn elevated
position.
Most bowhunters find that
arrows have a tendency to fly
high and over a ground target
when shooting from the tree
stand positio Practice
shooting from a nee stand is an
invaluable practice method for
the new bowhunter and the
regular camo crowd.
I have spoken to countless
bowhunters over the years and
have fchind that many of the
successful ones don't do much just that, and the clamp on type
practice shooting from the which straps or chains to a tree.
ground. Short ground sessions Whatever type stand you
are beneficial if you haven't choose make sure that it. is
been shooting all year, but as
soon as possible get that old tree
stand up and begin shooting
down at game size targets.
My personal preference is to
do all my practice- shooting
from tree stand position. Sure,
you may see a deer while
traveling to and from your tree
stand but the best odds are that
the moment of truth will come
while you are in your well
placed tree stand and you had
better know how to shoot down
out of it. Many deer are still
roaming the woods that could
have been on the den wall if the
hunter had only done his
practicing from a tree stand.
Right now there are at least
fifty portable tree stands on the
market. Some of these are
really good and some are bad
news. The idea seems to be that
a tree stand must be light in
weight, easy to carry and above
all, easy to put up. Tree stands
are also divided into three
categories. There are the ladder
stands which offer a built-in
ladder with the stand at the top,
the climbing stand which does
Practice from a tree stand is essential if you plan to hunt
from one during the coming season. Don't rely on ground
level shooting to prepare yourself for a tree stand situation.
Anti-Hunter Funds
Members of Safari Club In-
ternational were recently told
that six of the countrY's two
dozen antihunting groups had
gross incomes of more than $14
million in 1973. The figure
represents a 276 per cent in-
crease since 1968. Speaking at
the club's annual meeting, Gart
Sisson, director of. public
relations for the National Sports
Shooting Foundation, warned
that hunters had better get
massive counter campaign
under way to promote hunting.
The antihunting groups and
their reported incomes are: The
American Humane Education
Society, income $500,000,, net--
worth 1,6 million; The Mutual:
Protection Institute of America,
income $639,000; Defenders of
Wildlife, estimated income $10
million; Friends of Animals,
income $435,000, and The
Humane Society of the United
States, net worth $2.4 million.
By way of comparison, the
National Sports Shooting




If a golden eagle can eat one
jackrabbit per day' (Which it_
can!) and if eight jackrabbits
will eat as much grain as one
800 lb. steer ( which they will !.),
does it then follow that %hes
somebody illegally shoots au
eagle, he saves the lives of 365
rabbits and starves 45 head of






Colt Smith & Wesson .4-.'-.
We'll l'iode For Anything
if-
strong and quiet. (Some stands
squeak and pop when the hunter
moves). Make sure that the
platform is big enough so that
you will be comfortable, able to
move slowly into shooting
position, and be stable even if
you have to shoot straight down
or some other position like
around behind the tree. You can
work wonders in a tree stand if
you have enough room.
While we are on the subject of
tree stands, the, third most
important factor involved in
this type of hunting is comfort.
chis type of hunting involves a
tot of hanging around. If one is
to get full enjoyment out of
hanging around, he or she must
be comfortable. A tree stand
should be large enough to ac-
commodate comfort item
numero uno, the hunters seat.
The new hunter will find out
quickly that three hours
standing in a tree is not com-
fortable. He will be forced to
move time and again to relieve
cramps and just plain pain.
Picture now-the bowhunter who
has seen to comfort and he has
not had to move much beside his
eyeballs. He is sitting on his
stool, using the tree for a
backrest and can sit quite
comfortably for several hours.
The moral is simple, deer can
spot movement at once and if
ip-444chia„notava..c
deer won't spot you.
Remember to practice from
your new tree stand whatever
type you choose. Take time to
look at several designs that you
are interested in then buy or
build a stand to suit yourself
and make sure that you are
going to be comfortable while
you use your stand. Get out all
your gear and sit in the stand
while it is set up in your yard
and find out how to sit and be
comfortable. Your neighbors
will think you're weird, but they
aren't going hunting with you
either.
Bowhunters Bag will offer a
'-set of plans for a simple tree
stand in the near iuture, watch
for them.
Good luck and good
bowhunting.
FIR; Foto
Young Tim Parr, a boyscout from Troop 200 BSA Peoria,
shows an early interest in becoming a bowhunter. Tim is
shown here fletching an arrow in accordance with
requirements for the archery merit badge. Troop 200 spent
&week at LB. L's Camp Energy recently.
-A,;lhing like a hir hahf 1.?
k
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at- * 'Plitt/ore Stories




FRI. JULY 4 TUES. JULY 8
8:00 a.m.-Morning 'Air (M F) '10:00-Music and the Spoken and dangerous. Runs 90
10:30-Education Speaks Word min.
12:30-Grammy Treasure Chest Moon-Baths Lunch 8:00 - Channel 3 - "The12:45-Perception 3:35-Here's to Veterans
5:34-Festival of American Folk 6:00-Firing Line with William F. Carpetbaggers", the
Life from Mall in Washington, Buckley drama of a millionarie
D C. 7 00- NP R Recital Hall (New) 
9- 00-(Composer's Forum is pre- series): New Hampshire industialist, based on a
emoted due to July 4th Monadnock Music Festival: novel by Harold Robbins.
MOVIES ON TV
special) Celebration of








1:00--NPR Opera Theatre (full-








No. 3, Opus 3" and "The Book
of the Hanging Gardens";
Schubert-"Trio No. 2 in E-Flat





State and Local Employees
have the right to Unionize?"
featuring Strom Thurmond,
Jerry Wort and W. J. Usery,
(every day of week) Jr.
5:30-Men and Molecules 10:30-Jazz Revisited
15 : 3 0 I 7 0 0 regular 12: 30-Powerl ine
- programming preempted) ----9:00-Upward Bound (also TueS.)
6:00-Sensing the News Festival radio projects class in sum
of American Folk Life from mer program for teenagers
Mall in Washington, D. C. 
. THURS. JULY 10 group.
6:10-Ky. Farm Bureau • 9:0Q-American Composers 12:00 - Channel 29 -
7 - 00-Music Mountain (final Alliance (last program of "Bond Street", a dramabroadcast in series) Ward series)
Davenny, pianist assisting the 10: 00-1'.m Sorry I'll Read That based on the components of
Berkshire String Quartet with Again the wedding dress of a
Mozart, Smetana and 10:30-Lawrence Welk Show
Schumann 10:45-United Nations Per socialist.
SUN. JULY 6 spective . SUNDAY NIGHT• 8:00 am.-Changed Lives with Noon-Methodist Hour
..-.:...- ........e.,...........4o96--Erzeptiast aitig'- '''',"'"'"4.0,1"°- ̀ `"''',. ' •"1 " MQ444416---'. •••-'' -
8- 30--Clear Creek Country 7:30-City Council meeting live 7:00 - Channel 29 -
845-God's News Bet Ind ..the from City Hall in oowntown 
. - News Murray 
 





7:00 - Channel 6 - "The
Runaway Barge" an ad-
venture story both comic
Stars George Peppard,
Carroll Baker, Alan Ladd
Runs 3 hrs.
8:30 - Channel 6 -
"Crossfire", a crime
drama starring James
Farentino as a cop. Runs 90
min.
10:30 - Channel 6 -
"House of Cards", a drama
in which George Peppard is
cast as an American in-
volved with a Fascist
... . Runs 60 min.
1.00-Folk Music and Bernstein: EARLY MUSIC WORKSHOP
Jack Elliot, Kihg of the
Brooklyn Cowboys Liberty", the comedy of a2:00i.New Serjes) European INSTIWMENTs lady's efforts to import aConcert Hall: Berlin Radio NEW YORK (AP) - Five of
Symphony Orchestra, Waif- the nine Members Of the Wa- special sausage as a
Dieter Hauschild, conductor verly Consort will conduct a wedding present. Starswith works by Varese,
Kochan, Zechlin and workshop in early. music per- .. Sophia Loren. Runs 2 hrs.
Lutoslawski featuring An formance from June 30 through 
10:15 - Channel 3 -nelies Burmeister, contralto July 18 under the auspices of and Eva Ander, pianist. NeW 'York University's Gradu- 
''Escape from East
5:00-,Festival of American Folk ate School of Arts and Science. Berlin". This drama is aLife from Mall in Washingtonfactual account of the at-D. C. ' They will use instruments
MON. JULY 7 ,
10.00-Roger Carroll
10:30-Overseas Mission
11-noon-Master wor ks Hour (M-
7:00--From the Record -Lehrer V.
(M W-F)
9-.00-Folk Festiver t6SA7 Settle -





7:30 - Channel 3- "LadyTO USE EARLY
from the university's Noah
Greenberg Collection.
The workshop is open to play-
'Aers of historical instruments,
singers with an interest in ear--
ly music and players proficient
In MOderfl instruments who
waT1t to learn to play their his-
torical counterparts.
Ashland WK AS 25
Bowling Green WKGB 53
Covington WCVN 54
Elizabethtown  WKZT 23
Hazard  VVKHA 35
Lexington-Richmond .... ,WK LE 46
Louisville  WKMJ 68
Madisonville WKMA 35
Morehead WKMR 38
Murray-Mayfield ... WKMU 21
tempted escape of refugees
from behind the Iron
Curtain. Runs 2 hrs.
- -- MONDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Head", a satire of war,
peace and Hollywood,
Owenton WKON 52
Pikeville  WKPI 22
Somerset . KSO 29
TRANSLATORS
Barbourville  12





3:30 p.m. WORLD RELI-
GIONS. "Judaism"
4:00 INSIGHT
4:30 PROFILES IN COUR-
AGE: "John Quincy Adams"
5:30 LLLIAS, YOGA & YOU
6:00 ONE OF A KIND
6:30 CONSUMER SURVIVAL
KIT: "The Naked Truth About
Clothing"
7:00 BOOK BEAT: "Some-
thing Happened"
7:30 BEST OF EVENING AT
THE POPS:* "Leroy Anderson"
6:30 MASTERPIECE THE-
ATRE: "Upstairs, Downstairs
Episode Nine. Goodwill to Ail
Me_ni Young GeorgLna Worsley
- celebiates Christroas at--Eaton
13.0'-e -aryl znaio.1,4,0e044 , 
the new housemaid, Daisy
9:30 FIRING LINE
10:30 JEANNE WOLF
WITH . . . : "Arthur Hailey"
MONDAY, JULY 7
3:00 p.m. FREEHAND
SKETCHING: 'Recessed Thick -
hess"







6:00 \ ELECTRIC COMPANY
-6.30 F-REEHAND SKETCht•
1NG: "Recessed Thickness"
7.00 KY. GED- SERIES!"
-Literature I Prose. Style
and Tone"
7:30 ARTS IN PERSPECTIVE
• 8:00 COMMENT ON -KEN
TUCK Y
8:30- BLACK IS .
"Muhammad Ali"
9:00 THE THIN EDGE: "Aq
gression-. The Explosive Erno-
lion" A study of aggression
as both a healthy.570-unhealthy
emo,o14,-
3 00 p.M. LILIAS, YOGA, &
YOU .






VI Ur; - AtrOR E .
-1.1; t Vart-demmivE_TAKTE -
ONE. Twenty, two young film
10 on COMMONWEAl. TH-
CALL'N The Thin Edge
Aggression
11 00 CAPT/D1440 ABC EVE
etiow,ryverr-t---
makers discuss their technique
and motivation while they il-
lustrate with samples of their
work-including some national
and international award winners.
7:00 DIMENSIONS OF PER-
SONALITY
7:30 VICTORY AT SEA:
"Melanesian Nightmare"




9:00 NOVA: "The Rise and
Fall of DDT-
10:00 INTERFACE: "Gil
Scott Heron and Midnight"












530 VILLA - ALEGRE
6:00 , ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:30 FREEHAND SKETCH-
ING: "Forming Thicknesses
1:00 • KY. . GED SERIES:
"Literature II Prose: Figura-
tive Language"
7:30 BOOK BEAT: "George
S Kaufman and 'Friends"
8:00 FEELING GOOD: ''A •
Lassie Pick•Me.Up" E.stelie
Parsons stars in an original dram
about a woman alcoholic which
is interwoven with, film clips
from rap sessions with recov-
ered alcoholics.
8:30 MAN BUILDS, MAN DE
STROYS: The popular environ-
mental series that exposes prob-
lems 'and searches .for soNtions
returns with or iainal material
and repeats of earlier programs
-9:00 BESS MYERSON: IN
THE PUBLICINTEREST: Bess
Myerson interviews Ralph Nader,
'examines the impact of "Na-
- rteast1C-4671.7IniatlEallitteittry,
and exptores wheMer or noi
there have been any changes in
the past decade tha truly bene
ING: "Size"




'popular actor, and author once
again "rediscovers America" in
his highly acclaimed series
8:00 BEST OF EVENING AT
THE POPS: "Leroy Anderson'.
9:00 CLASSICS IN CINEMA:
"Juliet of the Spirits'
11:00 CAPTIOIED ABC EVE-
NING NEWS ,
FRIDAY, JULY 11
starring the Monkees. Runs
1 hr. 50 min.
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"Heads We Go", a Cin-




7:30 - Channel 3 - "The
Gun", the strange, true
story of the gun which was
used to murder Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy. Runs 90 min.
7:30 ChLumel "Lath
Stalk", the drama of two
couples whose river ride is
disrupted by escaped
convicts. Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12 - "The
Last of the Secret Agents",
a comedy dealing with a
plot to steal the Venus de
Milo. Runs 1 hr. 55 min.
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"Josser Joins the rmy", a
comedy of British soldiers
in World War, I.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:30 - Channel 3 - "The




Cooper, Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12 - "Big
Rose". Shelley Winters
plays the owner of. a
detective agency in this
comedy-drama. Runs 90
min.
11:03- Channel 29 -
"Laxdale Hall", a comedy-
satire of a remote village in




8:00 - Channel 6 - "If It's
Tuesday. This Must Be
Belgium", a comedy about
_ a whirlwind tour of Europe




favorite novel is brought to
life again by a cast headed
by Susan Hampshire, Edith
Evans, Michael Redgrove,
Laurence Olivier. Runs 2
hrs.
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"Little Big Shot". This
comedy tells the story of a
dimwitted crook who is




7:00 - Channel 3 - "Haunts
of the Very Rich", the
character study of seven
people who are invited to
fulfill their fondest wishes.
Stars Cloris Leachman












11:30 A.M. - Channel 6 -
Wimbledon- Tennis




1:15 P.M. -- Channel 6 --
Baseball: Orioles vs.
Yankees








4:00 P.M. -- Channel 3 --
Wide World of Sports:
Firecracker 400 stock-car
race
4:00 P.M, -- Channel 6
_. Wimbledon" Tennis
6:00 P.M. -- Channel 29
ChaMpionship Wrestling
moo ALL FOR if E FAMIL M 
MATE: 
Jibe Naitase
k  SUNDAY SPORTS
3:30 P.M. -- Channel-)
. -10:3Q .CAkIGELT: IN THE Act • 4:00 , CIN, MA SHOWCASE PTO Tennis:
3:00 p.m. SCENE ONE-TAKE
ONE
3:30 LfLIAS. YOGA, & YOU





6:30 LILIAS, YOGA, & YOU
7:00 KY. GED SERIES:
"Liteiature III Poetry" '
7:30 CONCEPTS IN ECONOM




8:30 WALL STREET WEEK
9 00 MASTERPIECE l'HE-
ATRE: "Upstairs, Downstairs'




10:30 AVIATION WEATHER -
11:00 CAPTIONED ABCEVE
INN G NE WS -
SATURDAY, JULY 12









12(30 p.m. VILLA ALEGRE
1 .00 SESAME STREET
2:00- ---ETECTR IC CONIP AMY-.
2:30 CARRASCOLENDAS
300 DRAW MAN •
3:15 CH CK S A
3:30 FR
11:00, CA TIONEOABC EVE 4:30 IA WORD ON WORDS VS: Bjorn Borg ,.TUkSDAY, JL;LY 8 ' NING NEWS \ 5:00 LILIAS, YOGA, & YOU . 4:30 P.M. -- Channel 12 -
I5r4 Tennis: Andy Pattison
vs. Tom .0kker. ..
4:30 P.M. -- Channel 12







5-.00 MISTER -Ft octfts
.s NE IG641313RIVCR30
_ VILLA." ALEGRE -
_ 6 Kt,. 6LECTRIC COMPANY
6:36 FREEIRANO SKETCH
5:30 PROFILE IN COUR
AGE: "John Quincy AddITIS"
Eif 30 NEW SHAPES: EDU-
CATION
7:99 WORLD PRESS k
8:00 PHILAbELPHIA. coo(
FesTiym ...-
/ SPECJAL OF THE WEEK





jlS P.M._-- Channel 6
Ra-sehe4-1-.-- -Brewers-
Royals
TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, JULY 6, 1975 SCHEDULE




























9:00 Rev. Fires .
9:30 M. Effron

































































































































TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, JULY 5, 1975 SCHEDULE
i
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSNI-4
6:30 Atop Fence 6:00 Sommer 7:00 Yogi 10:30 Movie 6:30 Gosp. Hr. 6:30 Summer Sent. 6:00 Agricu I.
7:00 Addams 6:30 flews 7:25 Schoolhouse 11:45 Little Raw, 7:00 Yogi 7:00 Martian 6:30 Farm Dig.
7:30 wheelie - -7:00 Martian 7:30 Bugs Bunny 12:00 Fellowsh8p_ /:30 Bugs Bunny 7:30 Speed Buggy 7:00 Addams
8:O0 Emergency 717-30sPeed-theerr 1300 Hong Kong 12:313 Flicks 3:00 Kong PhObiiir- 8:00 Jeannie 7:30 Willy
8:30 Run Joe 8:00 Jeannie 8:30 Gilligan 1:00 Lost/Space 8:30 Gilligan 8:30 Pebbles 8:00 Emergency
900 Land Lost 8:_30 Pebbles 9:00 Devlin 2:00 Movie 9:00 Popeye 9:00 Scooby Doo 8:30 Run Joe
9:30 Sigmund 9:00 Scooby Doo 9:30 Lassie 3:00 Mai. Adams 9:30 Lassie 9:30 Shazam 9:00 Land Lost
10:00 P. Panther 9:30 Shazam 10:00 Superfriends 4:00 Lone Ranger 10:00 Super Friends 10:00 Dinosaurs 9:30 Sigmund
1030 Star Trek 10:00 Dinosaurs 10:55 Schoolhouse 5:00 Champions 11:00 Soul Train 10:30 Hudson Bros. 10:00 P. Panther
11:00 Jetsons 10:30 Hudson 11:00 These Days 6:00 Wrestling 12:00 Am. Band 11:00 Globetrotters 10:30 Star Trek
11:30 Tennis 11 :Op Globetrotters 11:30 Bandstand 6:30J. Dean 1:00 Tennis 11:30 Fat Albert . 11:00 Jetsons
.1:00 Baseball 11:30 Fat Albert 12:30 Travel 7:30 Music 2:30 Champions 12:00 Town Counc. 11:30 GO)
4:00 Tennis 12:00 Film Fest, 1:00 Tennis 8:00 H. Thompson 3:30 Sportsman 1:00 Comm. Cent. 12:00 Mayberry
News 1 t00 moin" 3:00 Wally 8:30 K. Wells 4:00 Sports 1:30 I nnerspace 1:00 Sports
00 News Be-et 2:30 P.A. Forum 3:30 TBA ' 9:05 Maj. Adams 5:30 Reasoner 2:00 Movie 4:00 Wilburn
6:30 Accent 3:00 Good News 4:00 Sports 10:00 Racing 6:00 T. Armstrorig & 30 P. Mason 4:30 Pop Goes
I5:30
7:00 Movie 3:30 Sports 6:30 News 10:30 Kirshner 6:30 Special 5.30 News 5:00 P. Wagoner
8:30 Movie 500 News 6:00 L. Welk 12:00 Movie 7:00 L. Welk 6-00 Hee Hen 5:30 Nash. Music
10:00 News 5:30 Nevvs 7:00 Closeup 8:00 Football 7 00 All Family 8:00 Scene/Six
-1030 Movie 6:00 Hoe Hew 8:00 Movie 11:00 Wrestling 7 30 Jeffers-an' 6:30 8. Goldsboro
7:00 All Family 11:00 News 1200 Rock Conc. 800 M.T. Moore 7:00 Emergency
7:30 Jeff ersons 11:15 News 1:30 News 8:308. Newhart 8:00 Movie
8:00 M.T. Moore 11:30 Sammy/Co. 9:00 Moses 10:25 Scene/Ten
8:30 B. Newhert • - 10:00 News 10:55 Theatre
9:00 Moses 10:30 Movie
10:00 News • Marathon
10: 3Q V inginiart
i-T2c.t10 With Ring 
, . ........ . .
............., 
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY-THROUGHfRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Change •
• 
WPSD-6 KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4..
6:55 Pastor Spits. 6:00 Sunrise '7:00 A.M. America I:* Fashions 6:30 R. Ferrell 6:15 C. Journal 6:00 R. Emery
7:00 Today 6:30 Break. Show 9:00,1, LaLanne 1:55 News 7:00 Bozo Show 6:30 C. Tipton 7:00 Today Sti.
900 Romper Rm. 7:00 News 9:30 Zoo Revue 2:00 Reed Farrell 8:00 New Zoo - 6:00 News 7:25 Scene Today
9:25 Calendar 8:00 Capt. Kano. 10:00 R. Farrell 2:25- Local News 8:30 Green Acres 7:00 Siegel 7:30 Today Sh. -
9:30 Fortune 900 Joker's Wild, -10:30 Brady 2:30-Gatt. gourmet 9:00 Movie . -7:55 Dorinda 8:25 Scene Today
10 00 High Rollers 9:30 Gambit 11:00 Password 3:00 Lucy & 10:30 It Pays 8:00 Capt. Kong. 8:30 Today St.
1030 Hol. Squares 10:00 Now You Sae 11:30 Split Sec. 3:30-Uncle Briggs 11:00 Password 9:00 Joker's Wild 9:00 Name Tune
11:00 Jackpot, 10:30 Love of Life 12:00 All Child. 4:30 Batman 11:30 Split Second 9:33 Gambit 9:30 Winning Strk
11:30 Blank Check 10:55 News 12:30 MakA Deal 5:00 Lone Ranger 12:00 All Child. 10:00 Now See It 10:00 High Rollers
11:55 News 11:00 Young Rest. 1:00 Pyramid 5:30 Report 12:30 Make Deal 10:30 Love Life 10:30 Hol. Squares













6:00 Rifleman 1:30 Showdown











3:30 Gilligen .- 2:00 Price Is Right .430 Soul Train --- -430.141.43ouglas x 1:00 Guiding Light 2:.00 *150th. World
4 00 Green Acres 2.30 Match Game 4:30 Dateline 1:30 Edge Night 2:30 Surviv. Mar
4-30 Bonanza 3:00 Tattletales 5:00 News 200 Price Right 3:00 Somerset
5:30 Nines • - --330 Bewitched 6:30 Dateline 2-30 Match Game 3:30 F I inistones
6:00 News 4:00 Mickey Mouse 6:00 Concentration 3-00 Go mer Pyle 4:00 Sumer
4:30 Hogan 3-30 Gilligen 4:30 LucyM-6115 Montane 5 00 Tell Truth





5.30 News 6:00 News
6.00 News
.
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, JULY 7, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6_
__
KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3 WDXR-29
-



















































TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, JULY 8, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-E) . KFVS-1 2 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 MAC-5 i WSM-4
6. 30 Make Deal



























, 6:00 Riflemao- -,--2;-33
, 6:30 Sunset Strip .-9700
. .7,,30 M. Douglas x.x.rx$0400

























TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, JULY 9, 1975 'SCHEDULE















12 30 Nev.! ' '
6 00 3 Stooges 5 30 News
6 25 Weather 6 00 Rifleman
6:10 News 6 30 Sunset Strip
7:00 That's Mama 7 30 M. Douglas
7- 30 Movie 9 05 PT L Club









¶0- 30 P, Meson






 -.4•4 10.00 News
10:30 World Ent
12:00 News






10 00 News Beat
10 30 Tonight
1200 Tomorrow
, KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 ,WLAC-5
.4
WSM-4















I.8.00 Sts. San F ran....--'
9:00 Harry 0 -








os bc 0+, ,-.7,---




8:00 Sts. San Fran.
9 00 Harry .0




















TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, JULY 11, 1-975 SCHEDULE
WPSD--6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 -,,i WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
444.4444 .. 4.. 44,4 ..444.4..........44
30 Hol. Squares 8:30 Treas. Hunt. 5,00 C. Pete . 5 00 Lone Ranger 6 30 Hot &juts 6:30 Tell Truth
' Movie
700 Sanford
1:00 Sanford 7:00 Movie 5 25 Weather 530 News
Music
7000  . Robert 7:00
News
7:30 Chico
o - 30 Rciokfbrd '10:00 12 Reports '5 30 Amer.:. 1800 Rifleman
'6
a 00 Vaudeville 10:00 •
-onside
8:00 Rock fotd 
-1,.00Pol. Women
10:30 Movie 3O Ns 6-30 Sunset Strio 9 00 Get Christie 10:30;1r 9:00 Pol. Women
to 00 News Beat 12:30 News 700 Movie i 7.30.M. Douglas .
-
, , J.0.00 Movie J-1:30 Movie . 1000 Scene/Tim
10 30 Tonight 8 30 Comedy 9 05 PT L Club 12 00 Clayton.Star 10:30 Tdnight
12 00 Mid, Spec.
. -_
.
9 00 Christie Love 11 05 Movie
., 10:00 News , .-
, 10.33 Woad Eat. --.-- ----__,. -- ---
112 00 Movie . .





-.r::::::__ __,.. _....._ _l_.-.:;.- ---...,=:^-
..
12:00 Tomorrow' _,.
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